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Abstract
White, Charlene Connell, Ed.D. The University of Memphis. May, 2017. A Narrative
Study of Successful Female Athletic Directors at National Junior College Athletic Association
Member Institutions. Major Professor: Dr. Jeffery Wilson, Ph.D.
The lack of representation of women in the role of athletic director at National Junior
College Athletic Association (NJCAA) member institutions is an issue that needs to be addressed
to open the doors for females to consider athletic administration as a career path. The purpose
of this narrative inquiry was to gain a better understanding of what factors makes successful
female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions. Data was collected using open-ended
interview questions with female athletic directors, interviewing the regional director of the
athletic director study participant, and the use of a combination of photo elicitation and artifacts
to document a most memorable experience of the athletic director. Two themes emerged from
the results of this research study. One theme is the importance of knowledge of financial related
issues and NJCAA rules and regulations. The second theme that emerged is the passion these
NJCAA athletic directors have for their student athletes whether it is the relationship developed
with those student athletes or assisting their student athletes to achieve their goals and dreams.
The results of this study supported Fitzgerald et al., (1994) work that highlighted coaching
experience as the most common antecedent professional position for athletic directors in the
NCAA. Each of the NJCAA study participants in this study had prior coaching experience. The
results in this study support the transformational leadership theory studied previously by Bass
(1990) and Burton and Peachey (2010) as the leadership traits utilized to overcome these
challenges were empowering their staff and leading by example. In addition, this study expanded
on Quarterman et al., (2006) study on challenges confronting female athletic directors in the
NCAA with financial challenges as the common denominator. The implications of this study
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include developing training and development programs for females already in the role of athletic
director and those aspiring to become an athletic director; eliminating any barriers in the work
environment to retaining and advancing women in athletic administration; and providing a
framework for success for women who desire a role in athletic administration.
Keywords: athletic director, NJCAA, gender, success, coaching, leadership
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At both four-year institutions and two-year community colleges, athletics is often
included as part of their student services function. Athletics are offered as a means of
institutions actively engaging students in campus activities, if not to instill school spirit and
pride. Within the organizational structure of an intercollegiate athletics department itself, the
Athletic Director (AD) occupies the top administrative position (Horine & Stotlar, 2004). As the
job functions within athletics have evolved from primary responsibility of coaching to more the
duties of business managers including financial, marketing, and regulatory duties, so have the
designed roles and responsibilities of athletic directors. Historically, research on college
athletics focused on male athletic directors, with little to no attention paid to female athletic
directors. As a result, there exists within the literature numerous studies on men in the field of
athletics; however, when it comes to women on the same subject, there is not quite as much data.
The research on male athletic directors has focused on their qualifications (Huggins, 1996),
characteristics (Whisenant, Pedersen, & Obenour, 2002), and background experiences
(Fitzgerald, Sagaria, & Nelson, 1994), while the majority of research on female athletic directors
has focused on the lack of women in athletic administrative positions (Acosta & Carpenter,
2012; Fitzgerald et al., 1994; Whisenant et al., 2002). In addition, the primary focus of studies
on athletic administration has been at the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) level
at four-year institutions (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012; Fitzgerald et al., 1994; NCAA Women’s
Study, 1989; Quarterman, DuPree, & Willis, 2006). These studies reveal that women are
disproportionately underrepresented in the highest administrative position, the athletic director,
in intercollegiate athletics.
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The National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA) serves as the national
governing body for two-year college’s athletic programs in the United States (NJCAA, 2015b).
Per the membership records at the NJCAA of the 512 athletic directors in the NJCAA, 82 are
female, which is 16% of the total membership (L. Brizzie, personal communication, October14,
2016). Grappendorf (2001) suggests it is no longer a question of whether women will attain the
position of NJCAA athletic director rather it is a question of when and how many will achieve it
and when parity will be reached. According to Grappendorf (2001), Quarterman et al., (2006),
and Whisenant et al., (2002), there is a definite need to study more about these women in athletic
administration in higher education, including whether a normative career pattern exists, if there
are significant commonalities in their profiles and careers, and is there a leadership style that
leads to more success.
Since women make up 16% of the total membership of the NJCAA who are athletic
directors, more research providing insight into their demographic profiles and career patterns that
led them to their position to assist other females entering the field of athletic administration
could be helpful. By studying the demographic data and understanding the career patterns for
female NJCAA athletic directors and the leadership style of active NJCAA female athletic
directors, the information can provide insight for women who aspire to attain the position. From
researching females currently in the role of athletic director in an institution of higher education,
their challenges can be identified and how they overcame those challenges. Those desiring to
become a female athletic director and those currently in that position, can learn from others
mistakes and their successes. In addition, studying the experiences of active NJCAA female
athletic directors and the development of a framework can potentially serve as a tool to better
prepare and inspire women whose ambitions are to be NJCAA athletic directors, which is a main
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objective of conducting this research. This study focused on the experiences of the successful
female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions.
Background of the Study
According to the U.S. Department of Education (2015), there were 2,968 four-year
colleges and 1,738 two-year colleges across the United States in 2011-12. Of those four-year
colleges according to the membership of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA,
2013), 1,000 four-year colleges were a member of the NCAA in 2013. Of those two-year
colleges according to the membership of the National Junior College Athletic Association
(NJCAA, 2015), 512 of the two-year colleges, often referred to as community colleges, are
represented in the NJCAA. Both four-year institutions and two-year community colleges often
include athletics as an integral part of their student services function of their college (Gerdy,
2002). Student services are a function of the college with the purpose of enhancing student
growth and development. As evidenced by these demographics (NCAA, 2013; NJCAA, 2015),
intercollegiate athletics is one of the activities with the goal of student engagement of the student
services function both at the two-year and the four-year institutional level.
Acosta and Carpenter (2012) conducted a longitudinal study of NCAA member
institutions. The NCAA is the governing body of athletics at four-year colleges. Of the 1,051
athletic directors in the NCAA, only 201 were female or 19.3% of the total population.
Questionnaires are mailed to the senior woman administrator at every NCAA member school
that has a women’s athletics program. The longitudinal study data highlights participation
opportunities for female athletes, and the status of women as head coaches, assistant coaches,
administrators, sports information directors, and athletic trainers. Similar to the NCAA, the
NJCAA is the governing body of community colleges. Of the 512 athletic directors in NJCAA,
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only 82 are female, which is 16% of the total population (L. Brizzie, personal communication,
October 14, 2016). Although Koivula (2002) found that within the male dominated field of
athletics where gender typing serves as a disadvantage to female advancement in the field, it is
clear that some women have stepped outside their prescribed leadership role and infiltrated the
male dominated field of administration of intercollegiate athletics.
Surveys conducted by Rosenfield (1988) showed four challenges of women managers
including there were more qualified individuals than management positions, women had more
family obligations than men, certain traits and behaviors of women were not conducive to being
managers, and a stereotype is associated with women that they are less serious than men.
Wentling (1996) added to Rosenfield’s work reporting three obstacles that hindered women as
managers including the lack of encouragement of bosses for women to progress to managers, the
obstacle of gender discrimination, and the lack of women being in the know or a part of the
“good ‘ole boy” environment. Traditionally assigned labor tasks were consistent with physical
attributes where men were more likely to fulfill tasks that required speed, strength, and the
ability to be away from home for expanded periods of time, while women held primary
responsibility for childbearing and were more likely to fulfill tasks related to home and family
(Harrison & Lynch, 2005).
Within the organizational structure of an intercollegiate athletic department, the athletic
director (AD) occupies the top administrative management position (Pedersen, Parks,
Quarterman, & Thibault, 2011). From discussions with the previous NJCAA Executive Director,
he shared the NJCAA was the first intercollegiate athletic organization in the United States to
adopt women’s athletics in a co-ed setting in 1975 (M. Krug, personal communication, April 1,
2013). At the same time, in an effort to attempt the process of providing gender equity and
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addressing affirmative action concerns, the NJCAA created a women’s division of athletics that
had equal representation with men on the organization’s board of directors. The purpose of the
NJCAA is to “promote and foster junior college athletics on intersectional and national levels so
that results will be consistent with the total educational programs of its members” (NJCAA,
2015a, para. 1). Each year, nearly 60,000 student athletes from 500 member colleges compete in
28 different sports (NJCAA, 2015b).
The roles and responsibilities of athletic directors have evolved as the administrative
duties of athletic directors have changed over time. Athletic programs in two-year community
colleges and four-year colleges no longer simply include coaching a student athlete and assisting
them in attaining their degree. Instead, athletic director responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, (1) managing budgets including fundraising, capital expenditures, travel, and
operating costs, (2) human resource responsibilities of supervising the coaching and training
staff, and, (3) complying with imposed rules and regulations like Title IX gender equity, Equity
in Athletics spending, and NJCAA eligibility and compliance imposed regulations of student
athletes (Huggins, 1996; Quarterman et al., 2006). Evidenced by the job description, the
responsibilities have evolved to reflect the financial and business management aspects of the
position.
In an earlier study by Gerou (1977), his findings suggested women had not been trained
nor had the experience to properly perform the duties of athletic director. Bloomcamp (1980)
conducted a qualitative study comparing successful and unsuccessful athletic programs and the
administrative behavior of the female athletic directors finding no differences. However, a
profound difference was discovered in the educational level of the successful versus unsuccessful
ADs with over two-thirds of the successful group having completed their doctoral degree. In a
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NCAA Women’s Study (1989), concerns of female athletic directors at that time included
networking, public relations, training, increased opportunities, and family/childcare issues.
Fitzgerald et al., (1994) highlighted coaching as the most common antecedent professional
position for athletic directors. The authors indicated unless athletic departments begin to value
alternative experiences to coaching and increase the representation of women coaches, they may
already be excluding women from future athletic director positions. Coakley (2001) identified
reasons the lack of representation of women in decision-making positions in athletics including
networking, women appearing less qualified, culture in sport, a lack of sensitivity to family
duties, and a lack of professional development. In an analysis of position descriptions for
athletic directors, the skills most often desired reflect those of business managers as opposed to
skills associated with coaching: integrity and expertise in fundraising, marketing, and strategic
planning (Whisenant et al., 2002). Quarterman et al., (2006) conducted a study on the challenges
confronting female intercollegiate athletic directors and directors of women’s intercollegiate
athletic programs at NCAA member institutions. The challenges included budget/funding, Title
IX (gender/pay equity), inadequate facilities, and personnel issues (Quarterman et al., 2006).
Findings from this study identify some of the knowledge that females in athletic administration
need to have to enhance their skills and roles as an athletic director.
Statement of the Problem
The lack of representation of women in the role of athletic director at NJCAA member
institutions potentially represents gender equity and an affirmative action issue. According to
statistics obtained from the NJCAA in October of 2016, there are only 81 female athletic
directors out of a total membership of 512 athletic directors in the NJCAA (L. Brizzie, personal
communication, October 14, 2016). In percentages, that means 84% of the athletic director
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positions at NJCAA member institutions are held by males as compared to 16% held by females.
There is a long and diverse history of the study of women in sport. Gender issues in the field of
athletics have been studied on different dimensions. There have been many studies (e.g., Acosta
& Carpenter, 2012; Fitzgerald et al., 1994; Whisenant et al., 2002) which show women are
disproportionately underrepresented in the highest administrative position in intercollegiate
athletics: athletic director. There are few that enhance the theoretical knowledge base for those
women currently serving as intercollegiate athletic directors (e.g., Quarterman et al., 2006). The
lack of literature in this area created the need for this study to gain an understanding of what
makes a successful female athletic director at a NJCAA member institution.
The existing research on athletic administration in higher education is mainly focused on
male athletic directors and their qualifications, preparation, characteristics, and background
experiences. On the other hand, the majority of research on female athletic directors has focused
on the lack of women in athletic administration positions. The primary focus of studies on
athletic administration has been at the National Collegiate Athletic Association level (NCAA) at
four-year institutions (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012; Fitzgerald et al., 1994; NCAA Women’s
Study, 1989; Quarterman et al., 2006). These studies show women are disproportionately
underrepresented in the highest administrative position in intercollegiate athletics, the athletic
director, suggesting a potential affirmative action situation at the collegiate level. According to
the National Conference of State Legislatures (2015), affirmative action in higher education
refers to the admission policies that provide equal access to education and employment for those
groups that have been historically excluded or underrepresented, such as women.
Few studies on female athletic directors at NCAA member institutions have gone beyond
the statistics and basic profiles to examine how athletic directors, and specifically how female
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athletic directors have reached the top position in intercollegiate athletic administration. Gerou
(1977) surveyed 61 institutions with a female director and enrollment exceeding 19,999. The
findings suggested that women athletic directors had not been appropriately and/or adequately
prepared to perform the required responsibilities of women’s athletic director effectively. In a
NCAA Women’s Study (1989), the female administrators categorized their concerns for
addressing women’s issues in athletics as networking, public relations, training, increased
opportunities, and family/child care concerns (NCAA, 1989). Fitzgerald et al., (1994)
highlighted college coaching as the most common antecedent professional position for athletic
directors in the NCAA. Quarterman et al., (2006) conducted a study on the challenges
confronting female intercollegiate athletic directors and directors of women’s intercollegiate
athletic programs of NCAA member institutions finding female managers have a need to
enhance their skills and roles as an athletic director.
From the extensive literature review for this study, no studies have been identified that
had been conducted on intercollegiate athletic administration at the National Junior College
Athletic Association (NJCAA) level. Because there are simply not many who hold the position
of NJCAA athletic director and are female, little is known about them or the paths they took to
get to the top of athletic administration. The women who are currently athletic directors are a
recent phenomenon. Therefore, research is unavailable that would otherwise provide insight into
who these women are, how they got to their current position, what challenges they have
encountered, and how they have overcome these challenges.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this narrative inquiry is to better understand what makes successful
female athletic directors at National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA) member
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institutions. This research was based on the theoretical framework of Fitzgerald et al., (1994),
Bass (1990), Burton and Peachey (2010) and Quarterman et al., (2006) and explored what
challenges female athletic directors at the community college level encounter and how they
overcame such challenges by interviewing active female athletic directors at NJCAA member
institutions across the country.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework (also referred to as the theoretical perspective) is the
“philosophical stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context for the process
and grounding its logic and criteria” (Crotty, 1998, p. 3). “Theoretical perspectives may be
integrated with the philosophical assumptions that construct a picture of the issues being
examined” (Creswell, 2009, p. 8). The theoretical framework of this study includes research by
Fitzgerald et al., (1994) on coaching experience as the most common antecedent for the athletic
director position. Bass (1990) and Burton and Peachey (2010) on transformation and
transactional leadership styles. Quarterman et al., (2006) who studied the challenges of female
athletic directors at NCAA member institutions. According to Fitzgerald et al., (1994), the
inequitable number of females in administrative positions dictates a need for a closer
examination of the careers of collegiate athletic directors. This study expanded on Fitzgerald et
al., (1994) work by exploring educational and career demographic data of the female NJCAA
athletic directors in the study. Bass (1990) and Burton and Peachey (2009, 2010) compared and
contrasted transformational versus transactional styles of leadership. The research questions of
this study are aimed at trying to identify the leadership style of the research participants. The
goal of this research is to add to or take away from the research previously conducted on these
theories. In addition, this study expanded on Quarterman et al., (2006) work on challenges
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confronting female intercollegiate athletic directors of NCAA member institutions by division by
taking these research questions to the NJCAA level of intercollegiate athletic administration.
Research Questions
The research questions that guided this study are:
1. How does gender hinder or help the experience of the female athletic directors at
NJCAA member institutions?
2. How do female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions define success?
3. In what ways do female athletic directors navigate their professional journeys at
NJCAA member institutions?
Significance of the Study
This study added to the body of research that enhances the theoretical knowledge base for
those women currently serving as NCAA intercollegiate athletic directors (Quarterman et al.,
2006) by identifying how and why a select group of women who ascended to the rank of athletic
director attained their positions while articulating a trajectory for other women who aspire to
those roles. If a theoretical knowledge base can be established from studying current NJCAA
female athletic directors, then the goal is to provide a framework for success to those aspiring to
join the industry. Studies at the community college level that are focused on female athletic
director challenges would potentially provide female athletic directors, currently in the
workplace and those aspiring to become female athletic directors, at the community college level
guidance to attain the position and be successful fulfilling the duties of the position. And at the
same time, address the affirmative action and gender inequity issue in the arena of the lack of
females in athletic administration.
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Sources of funding, in general, for institutions of higher education can be from state
appropriations for public institutions and private funding for private institutions. The revenues
generated and utilized by an athletic department, or any department at an institution of higher
learning, should be utilized as effectively and efficiently as possible. With the responsibilities of
the athletic director evolving from coaching to management, financial responsibilities in relation
to the operations of the athletic department will fall on the athletic director. If those athletic
directors can be provided with more tools of success, then the athletic department, college, and
surrounding area will benefit from this study. In addition, if a framework for successful athletic
directors can be developed and utilized by females to assist in their success, then the goal would
be to have females more represented in the position of athletic director at NJCAA member
institutions.
The findings of this study can be used by college and university presidents to improve the
practice and knowledge of current athletic directors and their search for athletic directors in the
future. If there is a “best way,” or if there are generalized experiences that can provide a
framework to those with similar aspirations of becoming a female athletic director, it is
important to know, document, and share that knowledge. Comprehension of challenges female
intercollegiate directors encounter may expand the development and advancement of women in
managerial roles in intercollegiate athletics at institutions of higher education. While improving
the management of an athletic program, the athletic program itself may become more efficient
and effective with the result maximizing the student athletes’ experiences participating in the
institution’s athletic program.
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Definition of Terms
1. Athletic Director (AD) – assumes oversight of numerous areas within the athletics
department. Depending on structure of the athletic department, may include budget
and finance, facilities, risk management, television contracts, compliance with laws
and regulations of national and governing bodies, academic progress of college
athletes, communication with the media, scheduling, marketing games and other
events, corporate sponsorships, ticket sales, community relations, alumni relations,
campus relations, fund-raising, and personnel management, including the hiring and
termination of coaches (Pedersen et al., 2011).
2. Senior Woman Administrator (SWA) – The purpose of the SWA concept is to ensure
that women have a role in the decision-making process in intercollegiate sports. In
addition, their role is to ensure women’s interests are represented at the college
campus level, within the athletic conferences, and at the national level. Some SWAs
are assigned the sole responsibility of for women’s athletic programs and teams.
However, the range of responsibilities assigned to SWAs can encompass all that goes
on in a coeducational athletics department (Pederson et al., 2011). The research in
this study is related to female athletic directors, not senior women administrators.
3. Intercollegiate Athletics (IA) – sports for students enrolled in post-secondary
institutions such as colleges and universities. For the purposes of this study,
intercollegiate athletics will refer to member institutions of the National Junior
College Athletic Association (NJCAA).
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4. National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) – the national governing body of
intercollegiate athletics at four-year institutions that regulates athletics and athletic
competition between member institutions.
5. National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA) – the national governing body
of intercollegiate athletics at the community college or two-year level that regulates
athletics and athletic competition between member institutions.
Study Overview
In this chapter, an overall description of the study was provided. Specifically, the
background for the study was discussed as well as the statement of the problem, the purpose and
significance of the study, definition of terms, and the research questions that guides the current
study. Chapter 2 contains a review of the related literature including sections on women in the
workplace, associations and governing bodies, the impact of legislation, challenges for female
athletic directors, and theories of barriers to success and leadership styles. Then, Chapter 3
describes the methodology of the research which is a narrative research strategy to study the
experiences of active NJCAA female athletic directors.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature
A very limited number of women have attained the position of athletic director in
intercollegiate athletics. The number is even more daunting at National Junior College Athletic
Association (NJCAA) member institutions according to the membership roster of the NJCAA.
Information obtained from the NJCAA denotes 16% of the total memberships of the NJCAA are
female athletic directors (NJCAA, 2014). The underrepresentation of women in the role of
athletic director at NJCAA member institutions is a major element for the foundation of this
research. The goal of this research is to gain a better understanding of the demographics of a
NJCAA female athletic director, gain a better understanding of the challenges female athletic
directors at NJCAA member institutions encounter, and how they overcome these challenges
whether it be a result of their passion for athletics or possibly their leadership style. To
potentially provide a framework for success for those females currently in the role of athletic
director at a NJCAA member institution and for those who are considering accepting a position
as a female athletic director in the NJCAA, the research could provide groundwork that has not
been documented at this time.
This chapter will provide a compendium of information related to women in athletic
administration in higher education. In order to do that, this chapter begins with statistics on
women in the workplace in general starting the discussions regarding women in the corporate
world limiting the research further into women in higher education and limiting the discussions
even further into women in the role of athletic administration in higher education. Following a
review of the athletic associations and governing bodies of athletics is a discussion on the impact
of a major piece of legislation on higher education athletics. The review continues discussing
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demographic characteristics of athletic directors including their education background, prior
coaching experience, years of experience at the athletic director position, and any prior higher
education experience. The next section focuses on some challenges identified that women in an
athletic director position have encountered during their tenure as athletic director and the
strategies utilized to overcome those challenges. The last discussion includes some of the
theories related to barriers to success including some discussions on leadership styles and their
impact on success. Then, this chapter will conclude with a summary of the entire chapter.
Women in the Workplace
From a historical perspective, female participation in the labor market grew dramatically
in the 20th century as evidenced by the statistics that in 1900 only 19% of women of working age
participated in the labor force as compared to 60% of them in 1999 (Fisk, 2003). In addition,
there was a marked change in the female occupational employment with only 1% as lawyers and
6% of the nation’s physicians were women as compared to an increase to 29% lawyers and 24%
physicians in 1999 (Fisk, 2003). A steady increase in education played an important role in the
advancement of the individual worker with men earning 62% more and women 65% more in
hourly compensation if they had attained a college degree than those with a high school degree
(Fisk, 2003).
Narrowing the review of the literature to women in the business community, the U.S.
Department of Labor (2013) reported that in 2011 women held 51% of all positions employed in
management, professional, and related occupations. The share of women in specific occupations
varied. For example, 14% of architects and engineers and 34% of physicians and surgeons were
women, whereas 61% of accountants and auditors and 82% of elementary and middle school
teachers were women. These statistics indicate women were better represented in some
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occupations, i.e., elementary and middle school teaching positions, as compared to other
occupations, for example architects and engineering. However, women only held 24% of the
chief executive positions in the category of management, business, and financial operations
occupations. Rosenfield (1988) and Wentling (1996) have attempted to better understand the
obstacles that have hindered women’s careers as managers in the corporate environment.
Over 25 years ago, Rosenfield (1988) examined work histories of more than 5,000
women from National Longitudinal Surveys, which were carried out by the Center for Human
Resource Research and United States Bureau of the Census for the United States Department of
Labor. The National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) are a set of surveys designed to gather
information at multiple points in time on the labor market activities and other significant life
events of several groups of men and women (National Longitudinal Surveys, 2016). For more
than four decades, NLS data has served as an important tool for economists, sociologists, and
other researchers. A longitudinal survey obtains information from the same respondents at
multiple points in time. Rosenfield (1988) wanted to study the relationship between the
continuity of women’s employment and their occupational advancement. So, he needed data
with measures of women’s employment and occupational situations at more than one point in
time. So, he utilized the work histories of women from the National Longitudinal Surveys.
The results of Rosenfield’s study (1988) noted four challenges for women who aspired to
become managers in the labor market. First, competition exists for a management position. This
view implies more qualified individuals, including both males and females, than management
positions are available. Second, women were confronted with family obligations, such as getting
married, having children, and the desire to spend more time with their family. The study noted
women were constrained by their roles within the family to a greater extent than men
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(Rosenfield, 1988). Greater family responsibilities might not only decrease the probability they
would be employed but would also decrease the time and energy they would have available
pursuing a career. The third challenge was simply being a woman. According to Rosenfield
(1988), there are perceptions that certain traits and behaviors exhibited by women that are not
conducive to being promoted as managers or executives. The final factor was that women were
stereotyped as not willing to give enough time and effort needed to be in a management position
due to women being considered less serious workers than men. These challenges identified by
Rosenfield (1988) support the argument women have fewer opportunities to move to higher
positions within the corporate structure, and consequently less gain in occupational rewards over
their work lives.
Building on the works of Rosenfield, Wentling (1996) reported four obstacles that
hindered women’s careers as managers from his study. The researcher used individual case
studies conducted by face-to-face interviews with a sample of 30 women in middle management
positions in 15 Fortune 500 companies. The results of this study can be broken down to four
major sections: study participants’ work history; factors that assisted participants’ career
development; factors that hindered participants’ career development; and, participants’ future
career goals, perceived barriers, and actions believed necessary to attain positions to which they
ultimately aspired. An interesting finding in this study is the educational level of the women
managers in this study was notably high with all the women managers except for one had earned
a bachelor’s degree, and over half had earned a master’s degree. The four obstacles that were
mentioned most frequently that hindered career development were bosses who did not guide or
encourage their career progression, gender discrimination, womens’ lack of political savvy, and
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womens’ lack of career strategy. Each of these four obstacles is discussed in more detail in the
following paragraph.
The first obstacle was bosses (gender not specified) who did not guide or encourage
career progression of women managers. This view implied the bosses of these women (again,
gender not specified) were inadequate, insecure, and unable to provide constructive feedback to
women employees in guiding their career progression (Wentling, 1996). Gender discrimination
was perceived as the second obstacle hindering the career development of women managers.
Based on the findings, many of the women middle managers interviewed in this study had male
bosses who had difficulties dealing with females who wanted to become managers. In most
cases, the managers interviewed believed because they were women they had advanced slowly,
had to work harder to prove themselves, were not taken seriously or were treated with less
respect, did not receive equal pay for equal work, and were banned from certain jobs (Wentling,
1996). The third obstacle noted by Wentling (1996) confronting females was their lack of
knowing what was going on and understanding the implications of operating within the political
or “good ‘ole boy” environment. According to Nadler and Schulman (2006), cronyism is a
specific form of favoritism or partiality towards friends and associates. Cronyism occurs within
a network of insiders often referred to as the “good ‘ole boys” who confer favor on one another.
The “good “ole boys”, as related to athletics, could be considered a network of male coaches and
administrators a structural deterrent attempting to prevent women from entering the field of
athletic coaching and administration. The fourth obstacle was the lack of a specific career
strategy meaning women often do not obtain proper technical training and do not identify what is
most important for their careers (Wentling, 1996). Wentling’s study (1996) revealed some of the
women middle managers felt they would have advanced more quickly if they had taken control
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of their careers and developed career strategies; and, others mentioned that the pressure and
resistance from their colleagues and partners encountered with their family obligations that made
their career plans more difficult.
In response to a request from the Glass Ceiling Commission of the U.S. Department of
Labor, Catalyst (1994) reported the most common obstacles for female managers: (1)
stereotyping and preconceptions about suitability for a leadership position; (2) not being a part of
the informal network of communication; (3) little or no effective managing training for female
employees; (4) top-level managers not being held accountable for developing and advancing
women; (5) lack of an adequate compensation system; (6) little or no flexibility in work
schedules; and (7) a lack of programs that enable employees to balance work and non-work
activities. This study identified obstacles in the corporate culture in relation to the development
and advancement of women. In addition, the study provided a profile of exemplary corporate
initiatives for eliminating the glass ceiling.
Catalyst’s (1994, 2000) research examines today’s work environments and employees’
experiences, and by doing so reveals gaps in womens and mens’ experiences at work. Catalyst
documents the underrepresentation of women in companies’ leadership and explores barriers and
root causes of gender gaps. Through the combination of research and practical implementation,
the goal of Catalyst is to identify and provide solutions to overcoming barriers and creating
equitable workplaces in which all talent can thrive. Catalyst (2000) extended the 1994 study by
spanning five additional years of study on advancing women in business. The top ten tactics
noted to cracking the glass ceiling were: (1) measure women’s advancement; (2) move women
into line positions; (3) find mentors for women; (4) create women’s networks; (5) make culture
change happen; (6) promote women; (7) get women into nontraditional work; (8) promote
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women in professional firms; (9) support customized career planning; and (10) make flexibility
work. The goal of updating the report was to provide a blueprint of successful strategies for
promoting women’s leadership so that companies could continue to develop and implement new
initiatives to retain top talent. As defined by Johns Hopkins University (2016), talent
management is “a set of integrated organizational human resource processes designed to attract,
develop, motivate, and retain productive, engaged employees” (para. 1). The ultimate goal of
talent management is to create a high performing and sustainable organization that meets both of
its strategic and operational goals and objectives.
The National Glass Ceiling Commission (2015) is a “comprehensive panel of experts,
respected in their field, whose purpose is to advocate, research, and educate decision-makers in
corporate America regarding the existence of bias and unconscious glass ceilings in the
workplace” (para.1). The Commission measures the degree to which women and people of color
are utilized in an organization with the goal of forming more equal workplaces where all
employees are valued. The mission of the National Glass Ceiling Commission (2015) is to
eliminate artificial barriers to the advancement of women and minorities; and to increase the
opportunities and development experiences of women and minorities to foster advancement of
women and minorities to management and decision making positions in business.
In the past 10 years, women have climbed to the top leadership position in higher
education – the position of president as evidenced by women’s representation increased from
24% of presidents in 2006 to 26.4 % in 2011 (Cook, 2012). During the period of 2006 to 2011,
the number of female presidents remained constant at about 500. However, the percent at types
of institutions shifted slightly. Women presidents at associate’s degree-granting institutions rose
form 29% in 2006 to 33% in 2011. At doctoral granting institutions, the gain is marginally more
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with 15% in 2006 rising to 22% in 2011 (Cook, 2012). Cohen and Brawer (2008) noted over the
past two decades, female presidents of community colleges accounted for 11% in 1991, 28% in
2001, and 29% in 2006. These statistics mean the representation of women in the area of the
presidential position in higher education at both two-year and four-year institutions have
increased from the time periods of 1991 to 2011.
To further evaluate the representation of women in higher education beyond that of the
presidency position, this research considers the functional arena of student life as it relates to the
administration of athletics in higher education. The athletic director position in higher education
athletic administration can be aligned with that of the president of a college in higher education
for both two-year and four-year institutions. The athletic director position in athletic
administration within the arena of higher education correlates to the chief executive officer
position in the corporate world (Pedersen et al., 2011). In a longitudinal study by Acosta and
Carpenter (2012), the percentage of female athletic directors has hovered below 20% since 1980,
exceeding that number only once in 2008 when 21% of the athletic director positions were held
by women. The position of athletic director is the top administrative position within the athletic
departments of National Collegiate Athletic Association (four-year institutions), National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (four-year institutions), and National Junior College
Athletic Association member institutions (two-year institutions). The section that follows
discusses each of these associations in addition to other associations and governing bodies
related to athletic administrations.
Associations and Governing Bodies
The discussion of associations and governing bodies begins with the National
Association of College Directors of Athletics (NACDA) since it is the association open to all
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athletic directors including both two-year and four-year institutions of higher education. The
discussions continue with the introduction of the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) as it represented an association for women athletes and women in higher
education athletic administration. However, because of implementation of the legislation of Title
IX, the AIAW was folded into the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) that
governs four-year institutions. The National Association for Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) is
introduced briefly, as it is another governing body for four-year institutions. The research related
to this study is focused on athletic administration at two-year institutions. The governing body
for two-year athletic programs in higher education is the National Junior College Athletic
Association (NJCAA), which is discussed in detail at the end of the associations and governing
bodies section.
NACDA. The National Association of College Directors of Athletics (NACDA) is a
professional association for those in the field of intercollegiate athletic administration.
NACDA’s goal is to “provide educational opportunities and serve as a vehicle for networking,
the exchange of information, and advocacy on behalf of the profession” (NACDA, 2015a, para.
1). As the largest association for collegiate athletic administrators, NACDA boasts a
membership of more than 12,500 individuals and more than 1,600 institutions throughout the
United States (NACDA, 2015b, para 2). From information provided by the NACDA Director of
Membership Services, their membership shows 291 individuals coded as female and coded as an
athletic director (B. Horning, personal communication, April 20, 2013). Membership includes
all divisions of the NCAA, the NAIA, and the NJCAA schools but was by no means all-inclusive
of all female intercollegiate athletic directors but only those who are members of the NACDA.
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AIAW. In 1971, the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW)
provided an opportunity for women not only to participate in sports but also to govern athletics.
Womens’ athletics were under the umbrella of the AIAW while the NCAA governed mens’
athletics. The AIAW included one thousand member universities and colleges and offered fortyone national championships. In 1972, women administered over 90% of womens’ athletic
programs (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012). Having to fend off Title IX (gender/pay equity)
challenges to football and other male dominated programs, the NCAA member institution gained
control of womens’ athletics. Title IX and its impact on athletics are discussed in detail in a later
section of this paper addressing legislation. The AIAW closed in the early 1980’s with the
NCAA taking over the responsibilities of women’s athletics.
NCAA. The NCAA was founded in 1906 to protect student-athletes on both an athletics
and academic level. The NCAA is made up of three membership classifications known as
Division I, II, and III. Each division creates its own rules governing personnel, amateurism,
recruiting, eligibility, benefits, financial aid, and practice/playing seasons that are consistent with
the overall governing principles of the Association. Among the three NCAA divisions, Division
I schools generally have the biggest student bodies, manage the largest athletic budgets, and offer
the most generous number of scholarships. Schools who are members of Division I commit to
maintaining a high academic standard for student-athletes in addition to a wide range of
opportunities for athletic participation (NCAA, 2016a). Division II student-athletes are just as
competitive in many cases and just as skilled as their Division I counterparts, but institutions in
Division II generally do not have the financial resources to devote to their athletics programs or
choose not to place such a heavy financial emphasis on them (NCAA. 2016b). Division III
minimizes the conflicts between athletics and academics and helps student-athletes progress
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towards graduation through shorter practice and playing seasons and regional competition that
reduces time away from academic studies. Participants are integrated on campus and treated like
all other members of the student body, keeping them focused on being a student first (NCAA,
2016c). Unlike Division I and II, the Division III schools do not offer athletic related
scholarships.
The NCAA conducts 89 championships in 23 sports; and more than 4,000 studentathletes compete in the three divisions at over 1,200 colleges and universities within the NCAA.
Currently, 1,108 NCAA member institutions belong to the NCAA with approximately 1,108
athletic directors (347 at the Division I level, 314 at the Division II level, and 447 at the Division
III level). Of those, 220 are NCAA female athletic directors with 29 at the Division I level, 59 at
the Division II level, and 132 at the Division III level. From these statistics, less than 20% of
NCAA athletic directors are female including 8% at the Division I level, 19% at the Division II
level, and 30% at the Division III level.
NAIA. In the NAIA, a dedication to leadership is balanced with sports accomplishment.
The NAIA oversees 23 national championships in 13 sports; and there are over 60,000 studentathletes competing at close to 300 colleges and universities and conferences with $450 million
dollars in athletic scholarships. The NAIA’s goal is to “create an environment in which every
student-athlete, coach, official, and spectator is committed to the true spirit of competition
through the core values of integrity, respect, responsibility, sportsmanship, and servant
leadership” (NAIA, 2013, para. 5). Of the 260 institutions, 20 (less than 8%) of them have
female athletic directors and 61 of them have female Associate Athletic Directors.
NJCAA. The NJCAA serves as the national governing body for two-year college’s
athletics in the United States. The purpose of the NJCAA is to “promote and foster junior
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college athletics on intersectional and national levels so that results will be consistent with the
total educational programs of its members” (NJCAA, 2013, para. 1). Each year nearly 60,000
student athletes from 525 member colleges compete in 28 different sports. In 1975, the NJCAA
was the first intercollegiate athletic organization in the United States to adopt women’s athletics
in a co-ed setting. At the same time, the NJCAA created a women’s division of athletics that had
equal representation with men on the organization’s board of directors. The NJCAA
membership is broken into 24 regions throughout the country with 512 member institutions and
only 81 of those member institutions have a female athletic director (NJCAA, 2014).
Legislative Impact
According to Acosta and Carpenter (2012), more than 90% of athletic directors for
women’s programs were female when Title IX was passed. Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972 addressed the rights of all individuals, regardless of sex, to participate in
educational programs and activities that receive federal financial assistance. In effect, Title IX
required that both men and women have equal opportunities to participate in sports and derive
the benefits of participation. With the passage of the Title IX legislation, most individuals
probably think the inequity women faced in athletics prior to the legislation had been eliminated.
Title IX helped the representation of female student athletes but not the representation of females
in athletic administration. Acosta and Carpenter (2012) conducted a longitudinal study every
two years inquiring about the current year and the prior year. Questionnaires were mailed in the
fall semester of 2012 to the Senior Woman Administrator at every NCAA member school that
has a women’s athletic program, so the information comes directly from the institution. Acosta
and Carpenter’s (2012) longitudinal study covering a 35-year period from 1977-2012 not only
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provided data about athletic administration, but also revealed a large and immediate decline in
the number of female athletic directors by the end of Title IX’s first decade.
One of the primary reasons for the decline in the number of female administrators was
the proliferation of programs that combined the management of male and female sports teams
after Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, an act intended to expand opportunities for
women through its requirement for gender equity but an action that consequently eliminated the
head athletic director role for women’s athletic teams. Although opportunities for female
athletes to participate in sports at NCAA member institutions increased, there was a reduction in
the percentage of women in senior decision-making positions within athletic departments. In
other words, it was the female student athlete that benefitted from the passage of the Title IX
legislation but the female athletic administrator did not benefit. Women were represented on the
athletic fields and courts but not in the office area. At one point, in 1972, women administered
over 90% of women’s athletic programs as compared to 2012 when women administered only
20% of women’s athletic programs (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012).
Additional information obtained from the Women Intercollegiate Sport longitudinal
national study by Acosta and Carpenter (2012) found that one out of every five athletic
administrators is a female boss (athletic director). For the longitudinal study, every two years’
questionnaires were mailed to the senior woman administrator at every NCAA member school
that has a women’s athletic program. In 2012, the study showed 20.3% of athletic directors were
female and 215 programs had a female athletic director, an increase of fourteen female athletic
directors since 2010. The 2012 study also showed 9.2% of athletic programs had no female
anywhere in their administrative structures with 91.8%, the highest percentage ever, of schools
having at least one female administrator (Acosta & Carpenter, 2012).
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Female Athletic Directors in Higher Education
The literature review related to female athletic directors in higher education begins with
discussing demographic characteristics of athletic directors including their education
background, prior coaching experience, and job characteristics. The demographic characteristics
is followed by a discussion of the challenges women in an athletic director position have
encountered during their tenure as athletic director and the strategies utilized to overcome the
challenges to help them be a successful athletic administrator.
Demographic characteristics. In his unpublished dissertation, Gerou (1977) surveyed
61 institutions with a female athletic director and enrollment exceeding 19,999. As a result of
this research, the major job responsibilities noted were administrative management, athletic
coaching, financial management, personnel management, public relations, teaching, program
development, fundraising, national tournaments, and university committees (Gerou, 1977). The
findings suggested that women athletic directors had not been appropriately and/or adequately
prepared to perform the required responsibilities of the position of women’s athletic director
effectively. The study showed a need for a specific doctoral degree in athletic administration for
women, a need for these administrators to have previous administrative skills, and a need to
more appropriately prepare individuals for these positions, both educationally and professionally.
In a quantitative study, Bloomcamp (1980) compared the administrative behavior of
women athletic directors in successful and unsuccessful athletic programs, but no differences
were found. However, the study found a pronounced difference in that more than two-thirds of
those in the successful group had completed work at the doctoral level, as opposed to less than
one-third of those in the unsuccessful group. It appears at this point in time therefore that factors,
in addition to the administrative behavior of the athletic director, would account for the success
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or lack of success in a women’s athletic program at the university level (Bloomcamp, 1980).
The connection between the Gerou (1977) dissertation and the Bloomcamp (1980) qualitative
study is the mention of a doctoral degree as it relates to athletic administration in higher
education. Center (2011) noted in his master’s thesis that NCAA Division II and III athletic
directors studied athletic administration in post-graduate work, but studies in education were also
common.
Another demographic characteristic noted in the literature review is that of prior coaching
experience as a professional background of athletic directors in higher education. Fitzgerald et
al., (1994) highlighted college coaching as the most common antecedent professional position for
athletic directors. This study used a sociological career trajectory model to examine the career
patterns of two hundred male and female NCAA Division I, II, and III athletic directors in the
United States. The athletic director’s preparation patterns are comprised of the following five
steps: “college athlete, high school coach, college coach (head or assistant), assistant or associate
athletic director, and college athletic director” (Fitzgerald et al., 1994, p. 17). The authors
indicate that the potential importance of collegiate coaching coupled with the decreasing
representation of women coach means women will be excluded from advancing to athletic
director positions. Unless athletic departments begin to value alternative experiences to
coaching and increase the representation of women coaches, they may already be excluding
women from future athletic director positions. Again in Center’s (2011) master’s thesis work
experiences in coaching and athletic administration were most frequent for both NCAA Division
II and III athletic directors.
From further review of the literature, there seems to be a transition from athletic directors
needing coaching as prior job experience as opposed to job characteristics more related to those
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of a business manager. Huggins (1996) analyzed the position announcements for athletic
directors and asked whether the desired skills matched those of managers in the business
community as opposed to those skills associated with coaching. The Huggins article specifically
mentioned the University of Alabama, with a $22 million dollar athletics budget, hired an
athletic director after an extensive search. The University of Alabama was seeking business
knowledge, an appreciation for the balance between academics and athletics, an understanding of
the gender equity and related issues, and respect for the rich traditions of academics and athletics
at the University of Alabama. Another example the article provided was when Coastal Carolina
began its search for a new athletic director. Strategic planning, marketing, and fund-raising were
Coastal Carolina’s major considerations regarding hiring of an athletic director. Similarly, the
University of Wyoming included in its requirements of an athletic director fund-raising,
integrity, and fiscal management skills. An informal survey of Division I-A college presidents as
reported by Huggins (1996) revealed characteristics that presidents seek in athletic directors
including but not limited to “strategic thinking, knowledge of and sensitivity to gender-equity
issues, ability to manage complex financial issues and budgets, capability to direct large and
diverse staff, marketing expertise, strong public speaking skills, creativity and problem–solving
abilities, effective human resource talents and loyalty to the college president” (p. 13). The
article also found college and university presidents who based the success of the athletic director
on how well he or she was able to integrate athletics into the overall mission of the university’s
mission.
Won, Bravo, and Lee (2013) conducted an experiment from a sample of 1061 NCAA
schools and 427 athletic departments using stratified random sampling “to examine how
collegiate athletic administrators make choices in terms of the job attributes deemed to be
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important when hiring entry-level positions, and the perceived skills and traits to succeed in the
job” (p. 71). Using human resource management literature and conjoint analysis, a research tool
used in studies where the consumers make a choice and how that choice occurs, both job
attributes considered important for hiring and skills and traits critical to succeed in the job were
identified. The most important attribute of the candidate during the hiring process was found to
be career-related work experience. Additional attributes identified from the analysis included
recommendations by references; motivation, education, leadership experience, academic
achievement, and professional experience of the candidates. The respondents were most
interested (in order of importance) in people skills, cooperativeness, adaptability, conceptual
skills, ethical standards, creativity, and technical skills. This study adds to the literature for sport
management and those athletic administrators working in higher education in relation to hiring of
prospective employees.
Challenges. The goal of Sisley’s study (1975) was to identify challenges facing female
athletic directors (p. 123). The researcher determined that success would be based on the ability
of females to meet the following challenges “a) understanding the needs of student-athletes, b)
emphasizing the participants’ interests, c) staffing with quality personnel, d) staying abreast of
rules and regulations, e) setting priorities, f) maintaining effective channels of communication,
and g) understanding policies governing the program”. The conclusions emphasized that women
should set their own paths rather than follow the footsteps of men. There are technical
knowledge and skills the athletic director must possess in order to provide sound leadership. In
addition to being a master of human relations, the athletic director must clearly understand
eligibility requirements, recruiting policies and financial aid regulations. The competent athletic
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director must know current policies and rulings from governing bodies. The athletic director
must keep these challenges in mind at all times.
In a NCAA Women’s Study (1989), several factors explained the retention of women in
the field of intercollegiate athletics consisting of “the student-athletes, challenge, and an ever
changing environment” (NCAA, 1989, p. 14). The majority of administrators surveyed agreed
with these four statements: (1) discrimination exists in the administration of athletics, (2) many
qualified women are not selected for job openings in athletic administration, (3) many qualified
women do not apply for job openings in athletic administration, and (4) coaching conflicts with
family duties. The majority of these women surveyed agreed on five solutions for correcting the
decline of women in intercollegiate coaching and administrative positions. One suggestion made
by the NCAA female athletics administrators surveyed was to market coaching and athletic
administration to young women as a viable profession. Another thought was to increase the
networking and communication among administrators and coaches on a national intercollegiate
basis. In addition, women need to obtain more practical experience in the fields of coaching and
athletic administration. Most agreed more regional coaching clinics for women are needed. In
addition, more in-service training is needed so women can become more educated in the field of
coaching. The female administrators categorized their concerns for addressing women’s issues
in athletics as networking, public relations, training, increased opportunities, and family/child
care concerns (NCAA, 1989).
Coakley (2001) pointed out seven reasons why women are underrepresented in major
decision-making positions in sport. These included the propositions that men have solid sports
connections with other men through established networks, men often have more strategic
professional connections, the subjective evaluation criteria in job searches make women appear
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less qualified, there are limited support systems and professional development opportunities for
women, sport organizations have corporate cultures not readily open to the different sporting
viewpoints offered by some women, sport organizations are not sensitive to family
responsibilities, and sexual harassment is likely along with a more demanding standard. All of
these reasons work to limit the entrance and promotion of women to athletic director positions.
The cumulative effect of these limitations suggests that, according to Coakley (2001), “Unless
there are changes in the cultures of sport organizations, gender equity will never be achieved in
the [administrative] ranks” (p. 220).
In a study similar to the research, being conducted in this research study, Quarterman et
al., (2006) conducted a study on the challenges confronting female intercollegiate athletic
directors and directors of women’s intercollegiate athletic programs of NCAA member
institutions. A 34-item questionnaire was mailed to 169 female intercollegiate athletic directors
and directors in women’s intercollegiate athletics. Nearly three fourths of the responses from
Division I directors were associated with budget/funding, Title IX (gender/pay equity), and
inadequate facilities. For Division II directors, over half of the responses were associated with
issues of budgeting/funding, personnel and dealing with the good ole’ boy network. Of the
responses from Division III directors, slightly over half were associated with personnel and
budgeting issues (Quarterman et al., 2006). Findings from this study identify the knowledge that
female managers need to have to enhance their skills and roles as an athletic director.
Theories of Barriers to Success and Leadership Styles
Within sport management, only a handful of studies have applied the framework of
transformational and transactional styles of leadership. Transformational leadership is the
process of “influencing major change in the attitudes and assumptions of organization members
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and building commitment for the organization’s mission or objectives” (Yukl, 1989, p. 204).
According to Bass (1990), transformational leadership has four dimensions: (a) charisma by
providing vision and a sense of mission, instilling pride, trust, and respect; (b) inspiration by
using symbols to focus efforts, communicating high expectations, expressing important purposes
in simple ways; (c) intellectual stimulation by promoting intelligence and careful problem
solving: and (d) individualized consideration by giving personal attention, treating each
employee individually, coaching, and advising.
A transactional leader, by contrast, manages by contract and reward, promising rewards
for good performance and focusing on rules and procedures over vision and relationships.
According to Bass (1990), the dimensions of transactional leadership include: (a) contingent
award by establishing contracts and exchange of reward for effort; (b) active management by
exception by watching and searching for deviations from rules and standards, then taking
corrective action; (c) passive management by exception by intervening only if standards are not
met; and (d) laissez-faire by abdicating responsibilities and avoiding making decisions. Within
sport management, scholars have found that transformational leadership, overall, is associated
with more positive organizational outcomes.
In a recent study with Division III NCAA athletic directors in the United States, Burton
and Peachey (2009) found that transformational leadership was positively associated with
perceived extra effort and satisfaction with the leader, but not with leader effectiveness. Burton
and Peachey (2010) completed an additional study to examine the influence of leadership style
and leader gender on organizational outcomes with Division I and II NCAA intercollegiate
athletic administrators finding that transformational leadership was preferred overall, regardless
of the gender of the leader.
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In his book “Power and Ideology in American Sport” Sage (1998, p. 26) expresses his
opinion that in the arena of intercollegiate sports, sports are one of the most “prominent and
hegemonic social institutions and cultural practices” in today’s society. According to Kane and
Disch (1993), sports have been associated with men and boys resulting in athletics and
masculinity becoming synonymous. Whether on the playing field be it a basketball court or a
baseball/softball field or in the arena of coaching, and even at the athletic administrative level,
athletics and masculinity being synonymous are quite evident. Whisenant et al., (2002) refer to
hegemonic masculinity, a term created by Connell in 1987, as the “acceptance of masculinity as
the defining characteristic of Western society that places women in a lower social position” (p.
486). According to Theberge (1987), “Women are kept out or limited because sports, through its
emphasis on masculinity, affirms men’s power and control” (p. 389). Thus, sports for both
participants and administrators alike are considered the generic preserve of men.
Although much of the literature focuses on how women need to change in order to fit
more comfortably and easily into a male-dominated field, one might propose women should
challenge the hegemonic masculinity found in sport organizations. A migration has occurred
within athletics away from administrators with coaching backgrounds and towards administrators
with experience in business environments as indicated by Huggins (1996). The anticipated
outcome of a shift in hiring profiles could increase the representation of women in athletic
administration positions. Whisenant et al., (2002) studied the rate of advancement of
intercollegiate athletic directors with a primary focus on gender. Athletic directors from 157
NCAA member institutions participated in the study. Their preliminary results confirmed the
expected findings that hegemonic masculinity was entrenched within intercollegiate athletics.
The success ratio for men was higher than the ratio for women. Further analyses, however,
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showed that female athletic directors had higher success ratios than their male peers at lower
level institutions. As mentioned in the associations and governing bodies section, 30% of the
NCAA Division III schools, the lowest level division of the NCAA, has a female in the athletic
director position as compared to the less than 20% overall average of female athletic directors in
the NCAA as a whole organization.
Chapter Summary
Based on the longitudinal study by Acosta and Carpenter (2012), the trend is towards
more female participation in athletic administration. With statistics showing an improvement in
the number of female athletic directors, those already in athletic administration positions and
those desiring to be in those positions in the future need to be prepared to be successful at their
assigned duties in athletic administration. Gaining a better understanding of these barriers and
how they can be overcome these barriers will contribute to continuing the trend towards
improvement of successful females in intercollegiate athletic director positions.
The literature review denotes women have encountered obstacles that have hindered their
progression as managers for more than 25 years. Specifically related to athletic administration in
higher education, the lack of representation of women in management is evident by the statistic
that 16% of NJCAA member institutions have a female athletic director at their institution
(NJCAA, 2014). Some of the characteristics of present female athletic directors in higher
education include education level, professional background, and athletic background. In addition
to learning about the characteristics of active female athletic directors, the purpose of this
research is to gain a better understanding of the challenges current female athletic directors at
NJCAA member institutions encounter and what they learn from those experiences. Chapter 3
describes the methodology of the research that is a narrative research strategy to study the
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experiences of active NJCAA female athletic directors through a narrative research design. The
study participants, the data collection procedure, and the data analysis along with the
assumptions and limitations will be presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
The purpose of this qualitative research study is to better understand what makes
successful female athletic directors at National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA)
member institutions. Since the purpose of understanding experience lends itself to a qualitative
approach, a narrative inquiry methodology was used, with a multiple methods research strategy.
The research questions that guided this study are:
(1) How does gender hinder or help the experience of the female athletic directors at
NJCAA member institutions?
(2) How do female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions define success?
(3) In what ways do female athletic directors navigate their professional journeys at
NJCAA member institutions?
This chapter will explain the methodology of the study including the design of the study, the
context of the research, and the research participants. Next, how the information was collected
and subsequently analyzed will be presented.
Research Design
Given the exploratory nature of this research effort and the lack of database information
identified, a qualitative research methodology was be utilized to fulfill the objectives of this
investigation. One of the uses of qualitative research is to investigate the phenomena of which
very little is known. Qualitative research demands that the researcher immerse him or herself in
the research, offering both a greater opportunity to observe the same subjects repeatedly over a
period of time and greater “flexibility to discern and explore the influence of newly emerging
factors caused by individual and environmental changes” (Conger, 1998, p. 110). This study
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seeks to understand those factors influencing the career trajectory of female intercollegiate
athletic directors in NJCAA affiliated institutions, and to discover how those factors may
function as a road map for future female administrators. In order to accomplish this, the study
examined the experiences of female athletic directors drawing insight and direction from the
events influencing their ascent to leadership in intercollegiate athletics. Using qualitative
research design, according to Conger (1998), is more effective in identifying those contextual
elements.
Creswell (2009) defines qualitative research as a “means for exploring and understanding
the meaning individuals or groups ascribe to a social or human problem”. One of the qualitative
research strategies discussed by Creswell (2009) is narrative research, which he defines as “a
strategy of inquiry in which the researcher studies the lives of individuals and asks one or more
individuals to provide stories about their lives” (p. 13). As Klenke (2008) maintains, “The
human experience is always narrated” (p. 243). Narrative research tells “the individual’s story
unfolding in a chronology of their experiences, set within their personal, social, and historical
context, and including the important themes in those lived experiences” (Creswell, 2007, p. 57).
Narrative research is the qualitative research methodology used in this research which is a
“strategy of inquiry in which the researcher studies the lives of individuals and asks one or more
individuals to provide stories about their lives” (Creswell, 2009, p.13). This research inquired
female athletic directors of NJCAA member institutions to tell their story while in the position of
athletic director. The research methods are the procedures that are to be followed to gather data
and to analyze that data. In the case of this research, interviews, conversations, and document
analysis were the data collection methods. In addition, the data analysis methods included data
coding including both open coding and axial coding followed by thematic analysis.
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Research design is a major undertaking that requires a researcher to develop a plan that
includes considering the philosophy, strategies of inquiry, and specific research methods
(Creswell, 2009). The research design needs to include consideration of the epistemology,
theoretical framework, the research methodology, and the research methods. Each of these steps
of the research design phase is defined in the paragraphs that follow.
Epistemology. Glesne (2011) states epistemology “is the word used to refer to the study
of the nature of knowledge” (p. 5). Ward, Hoare, and Gott (2015) define epistemology as “a
‘lens’ through which a research topic is approached” (p. 450). Creswell (2009) groups these
epistemologies (also referred to as worldviews, ontologies, or broadly conceived methodologies),
into four different groups ~ post positivism, constructivism, advocacy/participatory, and
pragmatism. Since this research is to gain an understanding of what makes successful female
athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions, this research falls into the worldview of
constructivism. Glesne (2011) refers to constructivism as interpretivism. “Interpretivist share
the goal of understanding human ideas, actions, and interactions in specific contexts” (Glesne,
2001, p. 6). In this research study, it is the goal to understand athletic directors and what makes
them successful in the arena of athletic administration at a NJCAA member institution.
Theoretical Framework. The theoretical framework (also referred to as the theoretical
perspective) is the “philosophical stance informing the methodology and thus providing a context
for the process and grounding its logic and criteria” (Crotty, 1998, p. 3). “Theoretical
perspectives may be integrated with the philosophical assumptions that construct a picture of the
issues being examined” (Creswell, 2009, p. 8). The theoretical framework of this study includes
research by Fitzgerald et al., (1994), Bass (1990), Burton and Peachey (2010), and Quarterman et
al., (2006). According to Fitzgerald et al., (1994), the inequitable number of females in
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administrative positions dictates a need for a closer examination of the careers of collegiate
athletic directors. This study expanded on Fitzgerald et al., (1994) work by exploring
educational, and career demographic factors, and information from open-ended responses of
female NJCAA athletic directors. The study also highlighted coaching as the most common
antecedent professional position for athletic directors. Bass (1990) and Burton and Peachey
(2009, 2010) compared and contrasted transformational versus transactional styles of leadership.
The research questions of this study are aimed at trying to identify the leadership style of the
research participants.

The goal of this research is to add to or take away from the research

previously conducted on these theories. In addition, this study expanded on Quarterman et al.,
(2006) work on challenges confronting female intercollegiate athletic directors of NCAA
member institutions by division by taking these research questions to the NJCAA level of
intercollegiate athletic administration.
Research methodology. The methodology can be defined as the “strategy, plan of
action, process or design lying behind the choice and use of particular methods and linking the
choice and use of methods to desired outcomes” (Crotty, 1998, p. 9). A qualitative research
methodology strategy often used in research is narrative research. Narrative research is a
“strategy of inquiry in which the researcher studies the lives of individuals and asks one or more
individuals to provide stories about their lives” (Creswell, 2009, p. 13). Pinnegar and Daynes
(2007) note what narrative researchers “hold in common is the study of stories or narratives or
descriptions of a series of events” and that these researchers “usually embrace the assumption
that the story is one if not the fundamental unit that accounts for the human experience” (p. 4).
With this understanding, the researcher uses a study participant’s stories of their experiences,
attempts to understand the context of those stories and experiences, and interpret meaning. In
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this research, female athletic directors of NJCAA member institutions were asked to tell their
story of their experience as athletic director at their member institution.
Research methods. The methods referred to in research are the techniques or procedures
used to gather and analyze the data related to some research question or hypothesis (Crotty,
1998). After the study participants are selected as explained in the research participant selection
below, the data collection methods to be utilized in this research are the narrative interviews with
research participants, the combination of photo elicitation and artifacts to support the research
participant’s most memorable experience, and interviews with stakeholders (the athletic
director’s NJCAA regional director. The data analysis methods utilized in this research included
data coding and thematic analysis.
Research Context
The research needs to be conducted in a “quiet, physically comfortable, and private
location” (Glesne, 2011, p. 113). Being an employee of a local community college, the learning
resource center has office space set aside for research. The interview rooms are equipped with
soundproof walls to limit noise and prevent any distractions. These rooms were large enough to
record the interview and take notes electronically during the interview. The research space is
also available and conducive to complete the document analysis that is also a part of this
research. Due to logistics, the research was conducted via telephone. The research participants
are athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions. The goal to interview five to eight female
athletic directors at two-year colleges, often referred to as community colleges, was met
interviewing a total of eight study participants. In addition, the women’s regional director or
assistant women’s director of the athletic director was interviewed as the second part of
triangulation. Every one of the athletic directors had additional responsibilities in addition to
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those of athletic director with the most often being coaching duties. Each of the study
participants in this study had previous coaching experience. The educational level of the study
participant was obtained with one attaining their bachelor’s degree, six attaining their master’s
degree, and one attaining their doctoral degree. The years of experience of the study participants
ranged from five months to sixteen years.
Population
For this study, participants were active female athletic directors. These athletic directors
were employed by an institution of higher education considered a community college or twoyear institution. In addition, the athletic program of such community college or two-year
institution was a member of the National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA). The
membership roster of the NJCAA was obtained from the director of membership services of the
NJCAA. The NJCAA’s membership is segregated into 24 regions. The membership roster
included the name of the college and the college’s address for all members listed by region. As
of October 14, 2016, there were 512 athletic directors listed in the NJCAA membership roster.
In addition, the NJCAA director of membership provided a listing of all the colleges the athletic
director was a female. Of the total membership of the NJCAA only 82, or 16%, were female
athletic directors. On the total membership roster divided by region, the colleges with a female
athletic director were highlighted to determine how many female athletic directors by region.
Participants
The goal of the study was to include as many research participants from the regions in the
southern portion of the country as possible who are currently active female athletic directors.
The female athletic directors studied were purposively selected from the female athletic directors
highlighted and noted on the NJCAA roster by region. The female athletic directors from five
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different regions closest to West Tennessee were contacted by email initially until five to eight
participants had been identified that were willing to participate in the research study. For this
study, purposeful sampling was utilized to recruit five to eight participants. Purposeful sampling
refers to the type of nonprobability sampling in which the researcher’s knowledge of the
population and its elements is used to handpick the units to be included in the sample (Babbie,
2008). One type of purposive sampling is referred to as criterion sampling, which is when the
researcher is searching for individuals with certain life experiences (Palys, 2008). One reason
noted for undertaking criterion sampling is to “identify major system weaknesses for
improvement” (Better Evaluation, 2016, para 2). In this research, the specific criteria for the
participants were (1) the institution was a member of the NJCAA, (2) the athletic director of the
NJCAA member institution was female, and (3) currently assigned the duties of athletic director.
Data Collection
Interviews. Data collection approaches for qualitative research usually involves direct
interaction with individuals. Qualitative research includes asking questions and interacting with
the research participants. With Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval (Appendix A) and
having participants sign the Informed Consent form, the data collection approach conducted for
this qualitative narrative research study was the interview process conducted with open-ended
questions. The interview process was combined with conversation. Per review board
regulations for research involving human participants, the researcher gained permission for the
research participants to participation in the study. For purposes of this study, the semi-structured
interviews were conducted by phone, digitally recorded, and transcribed. Given the nature of
this study, any specific references to the participants utilize pseudonyms.
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Before the interview process, research was conducted on the female athletic director as
well as the athletic director’s institution. Demographic data was obtained by researching on the
website of the institution and the Equity in Athletics website. The website of the institution
usually provided a profile on each of its staff members including the athletic director. If a profile
was not provided on the institution’s website, then additional research was conducted on the
internet to learn more about the study participant. Information obtained usually included the
years of experience of the athletic director, the success of the athletic program based on wins and
losses, and the prior experience of the athletic director. Another source of information on the
institution’s athletic program was the Equity in Athletics website. Information on this website is
available to the public. The information on the site includes the type of sports the institution
offers, the number of athletes that participate on the teams, the salaries of the coaches and
assistant coaches of the teams, and the revenues and expenses per team. This information is
useful in gaining an understanding of the budget of the athletic program and the management
duties of the athletic director. All of this information assisted in preparing the researcher the
ability to engage in good conversation to begin the interview and to continue discussions
throughout the interview with the study participant.
Using a narrative inquiry method allowed me to ask open-ended questions for each
participant to describe her experiences and helped gain an understanding of her realities.
Appendix B provides a detailed listing of the interview questions for the study participants. It
was my goal to have each participant tell their personal story to gain that needed understanding
of their experience as a female athletic director at a NJCAA member institution. The initial
interview lasted an estimated 45-60 min with a follow-up interview that lasted an estimated 30
min to clarify and understand question noted on the initial interview. Additional 30 min
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interviews were conducted until the researcher had gained an understanding of the athletic
director’s experience in her role. Each of the semi-structured interviews was conducted in a
manner to provide a level of comfort for the study participants.
During interviews, “The use of a tape recorder does not eliminate the need for taking
notes,” but allows the researcher “to concentrate on taking strategic and focused notes, rather
than attempting verbatim notes” (Patton, 2002, p. 383). Taking notes during interviews serves
four purposes. First, it helps to formulate new questions as the interview moves along to add
clarity to what has been said previously. Second, reviewing field notes before transcripts ensures
the inquiry unfolded in the desired direction and can stimulate early insights relevant to
subsequent interviews. Third, note taking facilitates later analysis and locates important
quotations from the recording of the interview. Fourth, field notes taken during interviews serve
as a backup in the vent the recorder malfunctioned or the recording inadvertently erased during
the transcription (Patton, 2002).
To provide another perspective on what makes a successful female athletic director at
NJCAA member institutions, an interview was conducted with the NJCAA women’s regional
director or women’s assistant regional director corresponding to the region from which the
research participant’s institution was a member. At the regional level, there are four positions
including the women’s regional director, the assistant women’s regional director, the men’s
regional director, and the assistant men’s regional director. The regional directors oversee the
compliance of the NJCAA member colleges within their region and the regional rules and
policies. The regional directors inform member colleges of rules and policy changes and other
issues affecting the region (NJCAA, 2016). For example, the regional personnel verify and
assist with NJCAA eligibility documents required for competition at member colleges. The
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regional director and assistant director are a source of information for the member institutions in
relation to NJCAA rules and regulations.
The goal was to interview the women’s regional director, but if that person was not
available to interview the assistant women’s regional director. The regional personnel were
interviewed from the perspective of the female regional directors in their respective region.
Completing the interviews with the regional director resulted in five additional interviews since
three of the regions two-study participants from the same region were interviewed. A one-time,
semi-structured interview was conducted with each of these key stakeholders. No follow-up
interviews were needed. Any additional questions or confirmations were addressed via email.
Appendix C provides a detailed listing of the interview questions for the regional directors, also
referred to as the stakeholders.
Photo elicitation and artifacts. A qualitative analysis can be done of participants’
photos, trophies, or newspaper articles “to provide a historical and cultural context for a study”
(Glesne, 2011, p. 82). Visual data as photos, trophies, and newspaper articles can serve as a
basis for interviewing. In this research, a combination of photo elicitation and artifacts was used
in the interview question related to the participant’s most memorable experience noting the
challenges encountered during this experience and how the participant overcame those
challenges. The term photo-elicitation refers to “using photographs to invoke comments,
memory, and discussion in the course of a semi-structured interview” (Banks, 2007, p. 65).
Artifacts can provide “historical, demographic, and personal information that is unavailable from
other sources” (Glesne, 2011, p. 85). The intent was to give the participant an opportunity to
share their experience(s), and for the researcher to learn from the study participant.
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Data Analysis
In Creswell’s (2009) definition of qualitative research, he denotes qualitative research is a
process that involves “emerging questions and procedures; collecting data in the participants’
setting; analyzing the data inductively, building from particulars to general themes; and making
interpretations of the meaning of the data” (p. 232). Qualitative data analysis should begin as
soon as the first piece of information is collected. Researchers make an interpretation based on
what they read, see, and understand which in turn is informed by the context, background,
history, and the researcher’s prior understanding and eventually results in the emergence of
multiple views of the problem. The narrative inquiry methodology helped me to avoid a
common problem in qualitative analysis: a simple retelling of the participants’ stories and not
focusing on analyzing the data gathered. For purposes of this study, thematic data analysis was
utilized.
Thematic analysis. Thematic data analysis is a qualitative analytical technique of
searching through date for themes and patterns (Glesne, 2011). The data was reviewed and
analyzed for themes and patterns. First, the transcriptions of the participants’ answers to the
interview and follow-up questions were reviewed for significant words, phrases, and sentences in
order to assign each line of transcription a code(s). The initial level of coding is often referred to
as open coding, which forms the basic units of the analysis. This process was followed for each
line of transcription, and repeated as many times as necessary to determine the code. Then, the
coding of the interview results was grouped together by codes to categorize the codes. Again,
this process was repeated as many times as needed to properly categorize the coding. The next
step was reviewing the categories to determine if any themes that were emerging. The categories
were reviewed and compared until themes were identified. This phase of coding is often referred
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to as axial coding which uses the open coding resulting in concepts and categories and takes the
analysis to the next step of exploring how the concepts and categories are related.
Microsoft Excel was the tool used to document each step of this detailed analytical
process. As each interview was conducted, a tab on a spreadsheet was created for each
participant. On the tab, one column documented any demographics noted during the interview
related to the specific participant. The next column denoted the code established per line of the
interview transcript. A reference was made for each code, so that later in the process the source
of the code could be identified. For example, the reference included the initials of the
participant, the page number and the line of the participant’s interview transcript. The next
column denoted the interview question or category for each code in the prior column. Then, the
next column denoted any themes by reviewing and grouping the codes in the prior column. The
themes utilized the reference created to identify the direct quotes from the participants to support
the theme. Once all the interviews were conducted, then the tabs were all combined into one
spreadsheet. Then, the data was sorted by category and a tab created for each category. An
additional thematic analysis was performed with all the participants’ data gathered in one
location including the codes, categories, and themes with the supporting quote from the
interview. Chapter 4 will present the findings and the themes that emerged from the research as
a whole with direct quotes from the participants to support the themes identified.
Trustworthiness
Qualitative researchers often use the term trustworthiness to refer to the concept of
validity. Credibility helps the reader to trust data analysis (Roberts, 2010). “Qualitative research
is demonstrably trustworthy and rigorous when the research demonstrates that he or she has
worked to understand the situated nature of participants’ interpretations and meanings” (Ezzy,
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2002, p. 81). In this research study, member checking, a pilot study, and triangulation ensured
the trustworthiness of the findings.
Member Checking. A part of the effort to ensure trustworthiness of the data was to make
use of a member check strategy. Once an interview was transcribed, a copy of the transcript was
given to the study participant to ensure its accuracy and to make sure what was noted was what
the study participant desired to communicate. In addition, member checking was utilized by
sharing the interview transcripts with the participants to confirm what the interviewee was
communicating has been transcribed accurately.
Pilot Study. Martinson and O’Brien (2010) advocated using a pilot test if possible to test
each data collection method to illuminate and correct problematic areas. The pilot study helps
the researcher refine “data collection plans with respect to both the content of the data and the
procedures being followed” (Yin, 2014, p.96). Access, convenience, and geographic proximity
can be the main reason for selecting the pilot case (Yin, 2014). By undergoing this process, the
researcher is able to anticipate events and problems, identify people, establish rules for
confidentiality, modify data collection strategies, or reword, modify, or add to the research
questions (Martinson & O’Brien, 2010).
In my pilot project A Qualitative Study on What Makes Successful Female Athletic
Directors at National Junior College Athletic Association Member Institutions, I attempted to
gain a better understanding of what makes a successful female athletic director at a NJCAA
member institution. I selected five community colleges that were close in proximity to
Dyersburg State Community college, which is my place of employment. I am the athletic
committee chair at DSCC, and know several of the athletic directors in our conference.
However, gaining access to the study participants was a difficult task. After several emails and
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phone calls, five female athletic directors within a three-hour radius agreed to participate in the
study. I gathered data about the participant prior to the interview from the institution that
employed them and from the Equity in Athletics website. Attaining that information prior to the
interview allowed the process of gaining access easier since we could carry on a conversation
regarding some of the demographics at the start of the interview. The interviews were conducted
over the phone. Four themes emerged from the interview data: (1) administrative strategies for
success, (2) athletics exposes the college to the community, (3) athletics is a student service, and
(4) athletic directors need to have a passion for athletics.
After the pilot study, I made the following changes to the research protocol. First, I
added an additional interview after the initial interview in addition to the communication for the
study participant to review the interview transcript for accuracy. Second, I revised the research
questions and the interview guide as suggested by my residency committee. And third, the
research study was expanded to potentially include five to eight study participants.
Triangulation. In social science research, triangulation refers “to strategies to overcome
the potential bias that can arise from the use of a single method, single data source, single
observer, or single theoretical base” (Rogers & Goodrick, 2010, p. 446). Triangulation is
achieved by examining the evidence from different data sources, using a range of methods,
collecting data from different sources, and working with peers or participants to analyze the data.
By adhering to these principles, the researcher can strengthen claims “to build a coherent
justification for themes” (Creswell, 2009, p. 191). Themes must be based on the convergence of
several types of data or perspectives from the participants. When this occurs, the process adds
validity to the study (Creswell, 2009).
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Qualitative researchers gather multiple forms of data instead of relying on one single
source. Multiple forms of data, such as interviews, observations, and documents are reviewed,
analyzed, and organized into themes that cut across all data sources (Creswell, 2009). In order to
adhere to the principle of triangulation, this research utilized three forms of research methods
including narrative interviews of active female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions,
a combination of photo elicitation and artifacts to support the research participant’s most
memorable experience including the challenges encountered and how they were overcome, and
interviews with the athletic director’s regional director, in this research, considered the
stakeholder.
Subjectivity Statement
I have been in the financial world since 1986, so I have a sound financial background
when it comes to budgeting and finance. I have owned my own business, and I have assisted
others in opening their own business and running it successfully. But my passion lies in the
sports arena. I played basketball, ran track, and played softball while attaining my secondary and
college degrees. Since entering the field of higher education, I have been consumed with
combining my love of athletics with my financial experience. The best option, in my opinion, is
to become an athletic director at a NJCAA member institution. If I attain this goal, I think I will
finally be happy with what I do at work both personally and professionally. From researching, I
found there are a limited number of female athletic directors at the NJCAA level. In addition, I
found that there was limited research at the NCAA level and no research was found at the
NJCAA level of female athletic administration. When I was told to complete my dissertation on
something that I had passion for, then I knew the topic of my research.
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Since my background is a financial background in accounting, it is of my opinion that
athletic directors should have a financial background including budgeting and fundraising in
addition to issues in human resources. Often times athletic budgets are the largest part of an
institutions’ overall budget. So, someone with some financial expertise should be in the position
to manage that budget. The research has shown the trend from athletic directors coming from a
coaching background to a financial background.
In addition, I am a female myself. Do I think there should be more females represented
as athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions? The answer would be yes. But most
importantly, I am of the opinion the best person for the position should be the one hired. If I can
learn from others that have been in the position before me, then I think I am only helping myself
attain the goal I want for me in my personal career. The bias from this research study is that it is
my goal to learn from those female NJCAA athletic directors to better my understanding of the
issues encountered in that position and learn from those who have experience in the best way to
handle those issues. I am one of those people that will encounter enough problems on my own.
So, it is my philosophy to learn from others’ mistakes in an attempt to not make those same
mistakes.
Chapter Summary
The proceeding chapter presented the narrative inquiry methodology and theoretical
framework for this narrative research study whose purpose is to gain a better understanding of
what makes successful female athletic directors at National Junior College Athletic Association
member institutions. The research contexts of the study as well as the selection of the research
participants are explained. In addition, the collection of the data through open-ended interviews
and the subsequent analysis of that data through thematic data analysis are addressed. The
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chapter ends discussing the trustworthiness of the research and a subjectivity statement on the
research.
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Chapter 4
Findings
This chapter presents the two themes that emerged from analysis of the data obtained via
interviews. The two themes are the importance of knowledge and a passion for student athletes.
The themes are presented supported by quotes from the interview questions related to the topics
of challenges and definitions of success. In relation to the theme of the importance of knowledge,
the findings included financial issues related to budgeting, fundraising, and scholarships and
knowledge of NJCAA rules and compliance with those rules. In relation to the theme of the
passion these athletic directors have for their student athletes entailed the important of the
relationships built with the student athletes. Many of the most memorable experiences, the third
part of accomplishing triangulation, included the importance of a relationship that had been
created through the athletic director position. In Sisley’s (1975) study, he mentioned one of the
determinants of success would be the ability of a female to “understand the needs of the studentathletes”. The other finding that emerged to support the Passion theme related to assisting these
student athletes to achieve their dreams for themselves whether that included attaining an
associated degree and becoming employed or transferring to a four-year institution whether
athletics was a part of that transition or not. The interview question, “What is your most
memorable experience with a female athletic director at the community college level in your
region and describe what was learned from that experience,” does not have its own section but is
included in each of the interview question topic sections noted above. Four of the study
participants used an artifact documenting their relationship with their student athletes or a
success story of their student athletes as their most memorable experience.
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In addition this chapter presents whether the information obtained supports or refutes the
theoretical framework of the study. The demographic data of the study participants supports
Fitzgerald et al., (1994) finding coaching as the most common antecedent of becoming an
athletic director. The results in relation to the leadership traits that helped overcome challenges
included being a macro manager, empowering the coaching staff, and leading by example. Each
of the athletic director study participants mentioned leading by example when discussing
leadership traits in their interview. These leadership traits lean more towards the
transformational style of leadership as discussed by Bass (1990). In a study similar to this study
but with NCAA member institutions by Quarterman et al., (2006), both financial and legislative
compliance issues were identified as challenges. The results of this study support the financial
issue as a challenge at the NJCAA level of athletics. Finally, a chapter summary is provided to
give a summation of the findings and to transition in to the discussion, implications, and
conclusions presented in the last chapter along with advice offer by the study participants for
current and future National Athletic Association Community Colleges’ (NJCAA) athletic
directors.
Themes
Two themes emerged from the findings of this research study. One theme is related to
the importance of knowledge. The importance of knowledge was noted in relation to financial
issues included budget issues, fundraising responsibilities, and the funding of scholarships. In
addition, the importance of knowledge of NJCAA rules and regulations was an issue discussed at
both the institutional and the regional level. The theme of the importance of knowledge was
noted in the interview questions related to challenges and advice discussed in detail in the
sections to follow. The second theme that emerged from this study related to the passion that
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these athletic directors have for their student athletes. The passion for student athletes was
supported by the relationships the athletic directors established with their student athletes.
Passion was further supported by the finding the athletic directors communicated in relation to
the desire to help the student athletes to achieve the dreams the student athletes’ had for their
lives. The passion for student athletes emerged from asking the interview questions related to
success as discussed in detail in the sections to follow. Each theme is presented in more detail in
the following paragraphs.
Importance of Knowledge. One of the challenges mentioned most often was financial
related. Consistent with this study, Quarterman et al., (2006), found budgeting and funding as a
challenge confronting female athletic directors of NCAA member institutions, four-year
colleges. When inquiring as to the definition of financial related, budget issues, fundraising
responsibilities, and funding of scholarships were among the financially related topics
mentioned. Alpha2 said, “Money is always a big issue and an ongoing battle. You just learn to
work around it and do what you can do and work to do the best things that you can”. She
expressed her concern that the money issue was potentially a given at the community college
level. So many institutions rely on state funding, and state funding has continued to diminish
over the last several years. Gamma1 mentioned one of her biggest challenges was the lack of
training in relation to the budgeting and financing duties of being an athletic director. Her goal
out of college was not to become an athletic director. The training she received in undergraduate
and graduate work did not include budgeting and financing. She said you have to learn “how a
school works with budgeting” and “there’s a lot of numbers to pay attention to”. Accounting in
higher education is fund accounting and takes some practice to learn and understand the
concepts. When Gamma2 assumed the duty of athletic director, the athletic budget was $50,000
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over budget and the President of the college told her the number one priority was to bring
athletics back to a balanced position. She learned very quickly the budget had not been properly
managed in two or three years. In her words, she had to “rein in our spending and cut where we
could without hindering our athletic programs”. In July, she assumed the position of athletic
director. Balancing the budget took less than four months and was completed by the end of
November. Through the process, the athletic department “reviewed each purchase even down to
t-shirts”. She wanted to address the issue in a way this would not be a problem again in the
future. She expressed the process was a growing process for the entire athletic department
because all of the coaches of the different sports were willing to help when some sports had
overspent more than the other sports. One of the guidelines in athletics is equity in athletics and
spending has to be closely monitored to provide males and females the same opportunities.
Monitoring those opportunities includes financial athletic assistance, travel expenditures,
equipment and supplies expenditures, and facilities for the student athletes.
Epsilon1 mentioned finances as a challenge stating specifically “budgets are dwindling.”
She has had difficulty convincing some of the coaches who had never had to raise money
previously to supplement their budget through fundraising. She expressed the coaches resent the
fact they have to fundraise now as compared to the past, but “there is just not a lot you can do
about that”. She said, “that’s a little difficult getting them to take that plate, you know, and get
going on it, whereas they’ve never had to do that before, and they kind of resent the fact that they
have to do that now.” In her situation, it seems the coaches want to continue to spend the same
amount of money or even more, but do not want to have to put forth the effort to make up for the
shortage. The only other option would be to reduce expenditures if these coaches do not want to
participate in fundraising.
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Epsilon2’s opinion is that finances are “a big challenge [because] budgets keep shrinking.
The competition to compete, or recruit, and everybody’s has to be prettier and bigger and that’s a
money issue”. Athletics includes capital, or large dollar, expenditures including basketball
gymnasiums and fields for baseball, softball, and soccer. These capital expenditures can range in
the hundreds or thousands. As a simple example if an athletic program decides to purchase
warm-up suits for each player, the costs can escalate very quickly. In this example, if the suit
costs $50 and there are 100 student athletes, the total cost can be up to $5,000. Example
provided for clarity by researcher not provided by study participant. Because remember, when
you spend for one you have to spend for the other. With athletic directors having challenges that
are financial related, it supports Huggins (1996) research showing a transition from athletic
directors having coaching experience as prior job experience but needing job characteristics
more related to those of a business manager. Whisenant et al., (2002) also concluded athletic
directors needed the skills that reflected those more of a business manager rather those of
coaching.
From a regional perspective, the Epsilon women’s assistant regional director mentioned
regionally, she hears many complaints regarding budgets being a challenge. In relation to
scholarships, the complaints include scholarships being reduced and how the student athletes are
going to pay for their books. She said, “We hear a lot about scholarships because budgets are
being cut. They may make somebody somehow buy books a different way, or the kids have to
buy the books or they’re cutting scholarships.” In addition, she receives questions related to
travel. The main question is how they are going to travel when they do not have the money. She
said she hears “we can’t travel because of money issues.” In her opinion, the budget issues are
throughout the NJCAA.
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The Zeta director stated the very competitive programs have the “ability to fundraise, a
business background, a budget background, finance that sort of thing are becoming more
important”. She thinks there will be a growth in the finance background area as budgets
continue to shrink. It will become more and more important for coaches and the athletic
directors to build and maintain relationships with their boosters as fundraising will become
important to the funding of athletic programs. She also believes the coaching experience will
remain a characteristic of future athletic directors because of that competitive nature and spirit
aspect coaches and former players usually possess. Specifically, she stated:
I think you’ll see a growth in those areas [business background, budgeting background,
finance] because as budgets continue to shrink, that person that can go out and talk to the
boosters and try to fundraise and work with the coaches in those capacities, I think those
traits are gonna become more and more important.
Another challenge mentioned was knowledge of and compliance with the NJCAA rules
and regulations. In the study by Quarterman et al., (2006), one of the challenges identified in
their study as it related to the NCAA was knowledge and compliance with Title IX issues.
NJCAA member institutions also have to comply with Title IX rules and regulations. The Delta
women’s region director said most of the questions he receives relate to eligibility and
certification. He stated, “The unfortunate part is our conference last year probably had 120some-odd administrators show up for professional development” when the region has over 500
members. He had some questions as to why athletic directors have questions regarding
eligibility and certification, but are unwilling to attend professional development offered that
addresses those NJCAA requirements. The Alpha women’s region director said the main
challenge he gets calls on is the “many different facets of eligibility”. He said the “number one
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thing that females and also other athletic directors call me on is eligibility”. The Epsilon
women’s assistant regional director said the challenges she receives questions in regards to are
“lack of knowledge of the rules, and rules violations, don’t understand the eligibility and the
rules about practice, what you can and cannot do”. She said in her current region the region
director and the commissioner have tried very hard to educate the athletic directors in their
region on these rules and regulations. The current staff is continually conducting seminars and
trying to educate the region. Any time there is a new rule, he “explains all that to the ADs
[athletic directors] and to coaches when we have meetings”. She said, “He is an absolute, by the
book, if it’s in black and white, then that’s the way it is” kind of leader. She also mentioned the
prior staff was not so diligent in their efforts to educate the directors in the region. Consistency
on teaching the rules and regulations would seem to be very important especially since the rules
and regulations tend to change or are at least updated on a yearly basis. In his study, Sisley
(1975) included two determinants of success of female athletic directors of “staying abreast of
rules and regulations” and “understanding policies governing the [athletic] program”. Knowing
the knowledge of these rules and regulations is a key to success. Current athletic directors and
those desiring to become an athletic director should attend professional development offered
nationally, regionally, and locally. It was interesting that Delta1 did not define NJCAA
compliance as a success, but as an “expectation”.
Passion for student athletes. One of the main words often mentioned by these athletic
directors and regional directors was the word passion. Passion and the love of sports was one of
the themes that emerged from the pilot study that was completed and discussed in Chapter Three
previously. Gamma1 described herself as “just having a passion for sports ~ it just taught me a
lot in life”. Gamma2 said,
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If you’re passionate about it and you think that it would be a good fit, then don’t ever let
anyone tell you that you can’t do it [be a female NJCAA athletic director]. Telling
someone they can’t do something that they’re passionate in, something that they love just
makes that person want to do it even more.
In Gamma2’s most memorable experience (Appendix N), mentioned previously in the definition
of success interview section on relationships with student athletes, she mentions that experience
is what instilled a driving passion in her that has never left. Her passion is strong she further
explains, “You under estimate how hard I will work for something I’m so passionate about”.
Alpha1 explained she was “not interested in going to a bigger university college or university
with more of the pressure and stress and expectations and rules and regulations”. She was not
interested in that, but “loved being at a junior college”. Epsilon2 explained, “I love what I do.”
The Alpha women’s region director mentioned he “still had a passion for sports”. Personally, I
think the best piece of advice was from the Gamma women’s region director saying, “Every
work is a self-portrait of the person who did it, so autograph it with excellence”.
One of the most often mentioned definitions of success related to the relationships built
with the student athletes. Alpha1 said:
Your one of those coaches that while they’re playing for you, they may not really like
you that much but after they’ve left your program and years later, they’re really going to
have more respect for you and like you even more, because at that time, they will realize
what all you have done for them.
She giggled and said, “They’re much more appreciative now of what I did for them back when
they were 18, 19 years old.” She further explained how very “rewarding are the relationships
that I have with my former players”. Gamma2 said:
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Our athletes learn and respect and understand that effort [being from a community
college and the many tasks assigned] and in turn, we are able to really build some
different relationships with those athletes that are almost more on that family level.
Gamma2’s most memorable experience (Appendix N) related to one specific instance when a
coach believed in her. Appendix N documents the artifact collected during the interview with
Gamma2, which is the emblem representing her high school team. Her high school coach
believed in her and made a huge impact in her life at a very young age. The coach made a
decision and promoted her from the junior varsity team to the varsity team. She thought she
would just sit the bench, but the coach directed her into a game at a very critical point in time.
She said it was a very important life lessons when she realized that someone actually “believed”
in her. She told the story like it was yesterday to her. She said the coach was frustrated with her
outside hitter and she looked at her and said, “[Gamma2], you’re going in.” Gamma2 said she
sat there for a minute, got over the initial shock, and got very excited. She said from that point
on she was the outside hitter for her coach on that team. When she spoke of her coach she said,
“She was so supportive in teaching me all the things that I really needed to know and to mature
very quickly on the court to play with a primarily senior starting line”. She said her coach was
“a huge reason why I love the game so much, but why I love athletics so much”. She even
correlated how she became athletic director by an event where she realized that someone
believed in her. She was asked and quickly thrown into the athletic director role by the President
of her college. She said that once again she was excited and decided to take the challenge head
on. Gamma2 further explained the way her coach coached her by putting “a lot of care and
emotion into her coaching and making sure that we all understood that she was there for us”.
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She said that translated into what kind of coach she wanted to be and in the end what kind of
athletic director she wanted to be.
Beta1 shared her most memorable experience, her artifact presented in Appendix L,
which was the result of a relationship she had established during her tenure as a coach and
athletic director and it is the following saying:
Some people come in their lives and quickly go. Some people move our souls to dance.
They awaken us to new understandings with past teachings as their wisdom. Some
people make the sky more beautiful to gaze upon. They stay in our lives for a while,
leave footprints on our hearts and we are never ever the same.
Once Beta1 started talking about her most memorable experience, it was as if she could not stop
talking about it since it meant so much to her. She had taken a position in a complete other
section of the country, and in a conference that was one of the top three in the country.
However, she was taking on a team that ranked at the very bottom of the conference. In her first
year, her team did not win a single game. She said she knew it was “easy to take a 500/600 level
program and make it an 800 you know, but it’s not easy taking a bottom [team]”. She said, “It
was my favored [favorite] team because they persevered, and they were focused”. She stayed a
second year and a third year but they both fed off that first group of student athletes. She said
she was so burned out that she left before her fourth year. Before she left, they all got together
and took a picture. She most definitely created a lasting relationship with that team and those
student athletes that she remembers to this day.
During her discussions in relation to leadership (a section discussed later in this chapter),
Delta1 discussed “my relationship with my staff and players are extremely important”. Epsilon’s
women’s assistant regional director’s most memorable experience (Appendix I) related to a
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quote that best summarizes this section. Appendix I presents the artifact collected during the
interview with Epsilon. The quote was: “Who are we doing this for? Ourselves? Or the student
athletes?” She explains, “We’re doing it for the kids. We’re doing it for the students for the
athletes. If we’re doing it for any other reason, we’re doing it for the wrong reasons”. She
remembered one very specific student athlete who was a transfer from a four-year institution that
was on the “wrong track”. His first semester he was not eligible to pitch on the baseball team
because of his grades. She said he came from a very affluent family that had basically never
held him accountable. After two years at her community college, he received an offer to go back
to the four-year level and play Division I baseball, but he was not going to graduate. She said
she had to ask him several times, “Do you know whose fault that is?” Once he finally admitted to
her that it was his fault, she began to discuss with him what they had to do. He stills calls her
and says, “If it weren’t for you I would not have graduated from [Epsilon], and I would not have
gone to [the second four-year college], and do the things I got to do. And, I’ll never forget that.”
Epsilon explained “those are the things that make my job worthwhile”. Therefore, her
philosophy has always been to ask herself her artifact, “Who are we doing this for?”
One example of establishing a relationship with a student athlete is Epsilon2’s most
memorable experience (Appendix Q). Her most memorable experience, the artifact collected
during Epsilon2’s interview, helps to explain who she is doing it for (the question asked at the
end of the most previous paragraph), and it is for the student athletes. She “gave a shot” to a
men’s basketball player who had been cut from another team for being too short and was pushing
carts at Sam’s Club at the time. She said, “He figured out this [pushing carts at Sam’s] is not
what I want to do.” He came to an open tryout and made the team. At the end of that basketball
season, he had the opportunity at the free throw line to win the championship game. He hit two
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shots not to just tie, but to win the game. Her exact words were “we won the conference
championship. He sank the winning free throw with three seconds to go.” Her artifact shown in
Appendix Q is the link to the article noting the important free throws her young player sunk to
win the championship game. He went on to be an NJCAA All-American. She was proud to say,
“He went to the NJCAA all-star game in Las Vegas, first time he’s been on a plane.” Now plays
basketball at a National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I school, which is the
highest level to play at a four-year institution. While telling the story, she said, “To go from
where he was and to see him after the conference championship when everybody’s happy, you
know, and we all go out to eat.” He still calls her once or twice a week for advice, which is
“simply a thrill to her”. Almost every time he will say, “thank you for giving me a shot”. They
went out to eat and “he just sat there sobbing”. She explained the biggest task is to develop some
type of trust with the student athletes. She said, “If it’s tough love, it has to be tough love, but
we’re here for you and we’re going to do everything in our power to make you successful. You
[as a student athlete] have to trust us. We trust you.” She showed she had faith in him, and in
return, he is very thankful for what she did for him.
Another definition of success is related to academics, whether it is assisting the student
athletes to graduating from their respective community college and seeking employment, or
transferring to a four-year institution. In the state of Tennessee, for example, the state funding
appropriations are based on retention and transfer rates. The mission of the athletic program of
an institution should be consistent with the mission of the college. Therefore, colleges focusing
on retention and transfer rates are an important consideration in athletic programs. Zeta, the
executive staff member’s definition flows from the top to the bottom being “it’s not the win-loss
any more, but providing them [the student athlete] an education”. Often, the leadership from the
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top of an organization flows throughout that organization. A concentration on the student
athlete’s education from the national level should flow to the regional and the local level. The
Delta women’s region director is so dedicated to the student athletes to the point of sending a
survey at the end of every year to determine if the student athlete was satisfied with their
experience. The most memorable experience he shared, Delta’s artifact collected during the
interview and presented in Appendix H, was one of the questions on the survey he distributes
which is, “If you were being recruited again, would you choose to attend Delta junior college
again?” He shared how “unbelievably gratifying and satisfying when so many have the answer
of ~ yes!” Excitement came in his voice when he shared what pleases him most is when a
former student athlete posts on social media what Delta Junior College did for them and what it
meant to them. He further explained, “To know those folks [student athletes] as well as your
family, then you’re doing it right”. He said that wins and losses are way down the success list
but he cares more about “character” and if it is necessary to “rehab academically”, and if you
recruited well to get them “moving to a four-year level”. His artifact is a question included on
his exit interview conducted with each student athlete. He was extremely proud to be able to say
that the grand total of student athletes that expressed they would not have come back to Delta
Junior College has only been one. Delta’s focus is for the student athlete to have the best
experience possible at Delta. The Epsilon women’s assistant region director’s definition of
success included that programs want to win, but programs are not only defined by winning but
“kids graduate on time, “transferring to a four-year school”, “graduate on time”, and “graduation
and transfer rates”. Through her discussions she did mention that some want to win at all costs.
However, that is a very selfish approach to the success of an athletic program. Often, athletics is
the only avenue for a student athlete to have the opportunity to attend college. She further
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explained, “If I can help one person get through this [community college and being a student
athlete] and make sure that they’ve gone the right path, and then I think we’re probably
successful”. It would seem the goal of an athletic program would not only be success of the
program but also success in life for the student athletes, which seems to be the case for the
executive and regional participants in this research study.
From an athletic director perspective, Beta1 shared her definition of success as she “has
been [able to] help people achieve their dreams and help people reach their goals”. She said,
“Life has all these open opportunities and you have a right to choose to be successful”. She
explained she takes a holistic approach to working with these student athletes to develop them
not only as an athlete but also develop life skills. Earlier in her career, she was part of a NCAA
program referred to as the CHAMPS/Life Skills program. As a result of the success of the
NCAA program, she is implementing a life skills program at her institution. She explained the
program’s purpose is to develop a well-rounded or holistic student athlete including academic
achievement, success and well-being, and core life values. Alpha’s women’s region director
said, “You want to win, but it’s really the development of players and to make them better
athletes and moving them forward from the two-year to the four-year [college]”. He was proud
to be able to say that he thinks they have some phenomenal coaches at his institution that do
great things for their student athletes. He believes, “That is what it is all about!” Epsilon1
discussed how important it is to “groom student athletes”, “keeping them out of trouble and
successful in the classroom”. In addition, she communicated how important it is to get “students
through their classes and either graduated or transferred to a four-year school”. One quote of
hers was “not using sports as an excuse for not doing well in classes”. She shared it was her goal
to run a clean program meaning the student athletes. Off-campus she wanted to ensure the
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student athletes were not having parties or getting arrested or having their names in the local
newspaper for negative publicity of the athletic program. On campus, she wanted to make sure
the athletes were attending their classes and were behaving in those classes. Gamma2
specifically mentioned academic goals saying, “Academically our goal is to make sure all of our
players are receiving sold academic scores in their classes with the end goal being graduation
within two years”. She also mentioned the athletic goal was to always compete and be number
one in their regional district level. It is worth mentioning in this section that only one of the 14
participants in this study mentioned a trophy, a symbol of winning, as their most memorable
experience. On the other hand, at least five of the study participants mentioned events or
relationships with their student athletes as their most memorable experience. The institution
where Epsilon2 is the athletic director has had a transfer rate of 100% and graduation rates in the
mid-90s. She said success is “getting our kids to that next level and convincing them it’s
important to finish at that next level”. She really explained how she has matured as an
administrator over her 16 years of experience. She said if she had been asked her definition of
success early in her career her answer would have been more related to wins and losses and
being competitive. Her response to the question in this research study was more related to
graduation rates and “seeing my kids be successful”. Delta1 said, “The obvious answer is teams
winning”, but for them it is “successful academically”. She considers it a failure if the athletes
she is responsible for are academically ineligible to participate in their sport. It is her goal to
make sure these athletes have opportunities from being at Delta whether that be attaining an
associate’s degree, moving on to the next level, and attaining a bachelors or even a master’s
degree. She added the importance of building character of the student athletes they are coaching.
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It seemed extremely important to her that the student athletes had positive influences in their
lives as a result of participating in her institution’s athletic program.
Support of Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework the study included research by Fitzgerald et al., (1994) on
coaching experience as the most common antecedent for the athletic director position. Bass
(1990) and Burton and Peachey (2010) on transformational and transactional leadership styles.
Quarterman et al., (2006) who studied the challenges of female athletic directors at NCAA
member institutions. From obtaining demographic data on each study participant, coaching was
found as the common antecedent for these study participants supporting Fitzgerald et al., (1994).
As a result of the interview questions related to leadership, the results support the
transformational leadership style for the study participants of this study. During the discussions
related to challenges, finance was noted as a challenge supporting Quarterman et al., (2006)
work at the NCAA level. Each of these three theories are presented in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
Coaching as an antecedent. Demographic data of each study participant is included in
the section below. The demographics include the regional information including how many total
athletic directors are in each region and how many of those members are female athletic directors
at a NJCAA member institution. The use of pseudonyms identified each region using the Greek
alphabet in order of letters. The identification process of assigning the Greek alphabet letter
followed by the number of participants in the region corresponds to the number of female
athletic directors participating in the study for that region. Interviews were conducted with at
least one female athletic director from the five regions. If more than one female athletic director
was willing to participate in the study, then interviews were conducted with each of them. After
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the regional demographic information is presented, then the demographic information of each
female athletic director is presented including any additional responsibilities in addition to those
of athletic director, the educational level attained by the athletic director, and the years of
experience at the athletic director position. In addition, the women’s regional or women’s
assistant regional director of the region was interviewed to assist in achieving triangulation. The
educational level and the years of regional experience are the demographic data presented for the
regional participants. One of the national NJCAA executives also participated in the study and
was assigned a Greek alphabet letter only.
Alpha. The Alpha region has 28 members and covers two states with three females as
athletic director. Two of the females were willing to participate in the study, and the women’s
regional director participated in the study, too. Alpha1, the first female athletic director
interviewed in this region, has kinesiology instructor and intramural director as additional
responsibilities to also being the athletic director. However, she does not have coaching duties.
She attained a master’s degree and has over 20 years of coaching experience but has only been
the athletic director for less than one year. Alpha2, the second female athletic director
interviewed for this region, has women’s basketball coaching and physical education instructor
duties in addition to her athletic director position. She attained her bachelor’s degree and has six
years of experience as athletic director. The womens’ regional director of the Alpha region has
attained his master’s degree and has over 25 years of experience at the regional level.
Beta. The Beta region has 25 members and covers one state with two females as athletic
director. One of them was willing to participate in the study and her women’s assistant regional
director was willing to participate. Beta1, the only female athletic director interviewed for this
region, has coaching duties in addition to her athletic director responsibilities. She attained her
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master’s degree and has less than five months of experience at the athletic director position. The
women’s assistant regional director has coaching experience and over 15 years of experience as
an athletic director.
Gamma. The Gamma region has 31 members and covers three states with six females as
athletic director. Two of the female athletic directors were willing to participate in the study, and
their women’s region director participated in the study, too. Gamma1, the first female athletic
director interviewed for this region, has coaching, director of student support services, and health
and fitness chairperson duties, in addition to her athletic director responsibilities. She has her
master’s degree with three years of experience as athletic director. Gamma2, the second female
athletic director interviewed for this region, has coaching and student activities coordinator
duties in addition to those of athletic director. She attained her master’s degree and has less than
one year of experience as athletic director. The women’s region director has been in the regional
director position for four years.
Delta. The Delta region has 22 members and covers two states with three female athletic
directors. One of the female athletic directors was willing to participate in the study along with
the women’s region director. Delta1, the only female athletic director interviewed for this region,
has coaching, administrative team, and executive team duties in addition to her athletic director
position. She attained her master’s degree and has been athletic director for ten months. The
region director attained his doctoral degree and has worked with the region for 16 years.
Epsilon. The Epsilon region has 20 members and covers one state with four female
athletic directors. Two of the female athletic directors were willing to participate in the study
and the women’s assistant region director participated, too. Epsilon1, the first female athletic
director interviewed for this region, has coaching, math instructor, chair of the division of
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student services, and Title III director responsibilities in addition to those of being the athletic
director. She attained her master’s degree and has two years of athletic director experience.
Epsilon2, the second female athletic director interviewed for this region, has coaching, math and
chemistry instructor, and women’s regional director duties in addition to those of being the
athletic director. She attained her doctoral degree and has 16 years of athletic director
experience. The assistant region director has six years of experience at her regional position.
Zeta. One of the NJCAA national office staff members was willing to participate in the
study. She has 28 consecutive years of experience with the NJCAA. She made history in her
role as the first female in the position not only in the NJCAA, but of any national collegiate
athletic association.
Table 1 summarizes the name of the region, followed by the position of the regional
director from that region that was interviewed, and the number of years of experience that
regional director has with the NJCAA.
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Table 1
Regional Study Participant Demographic Data
Name

Position

Zeta

Executive Director

Alpha

Women’s Region Director

Beta

Women’s Asst Region Director

Gamma

Women’s Region Director

4 years

Delta

Women’s Region Director

16 years

Epsilon

Women’s Asst Region Director

Total

Years of Experience
None
25 years

15-16 years

6 years

6

Table 2 summarizes the female athletic directors interviewed by region and number of
interviewees for that region. The additional responsibilities assigned to the study participant in
addition to those of athletic director are noted in the other responsibilities column. If the athletic
director has coaching experience, then a “Y” is noted in the coaching experience column. Each
of the study participants in this study had previous coaching experience. This demographic data
was not surprising as Fitzgerald et al., (1994) highlighted college coaching as the most common
antecedent professional position for athletic directors. Fitzgerald et al., (1994) also noted in their
study an athletic director’s preparation pattern included coaching at the high school and the
college levels.
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The education level attained by each of the female athletic directors is noted in the
educational level attained column with one attaining their bachelor’s degree, six attaining their
master’s degree, and one attaining their doctoral degree. An interesting finding in the study by
Wentling (1996) was that of the women managers in the study over half of the study participants
had earned a master’s degree. In this study, 75% of the study participants had attained their
master’s degree. In Gerou’s (1977) study, he showed a need for a specific doctoral degree in
athletic administration for women. Bloomcamp (1980) found in his study that two-thirds of the
successful group had completed work at the doctoral level as opposed to less than one-third in
the unsuccessful group. The last column notes the female athletic director’s years of experience
in the athletic director position. The years of experience range from five months to six years. In
1994, Fitzgerald et al., expressed the need for a closer look at the careers of collegiate athletic
directors.
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Table 2
Athletic Director Study Participant Demographic Data
Name

Other Responsibilities

Alpha1

Kinesiology Instructor/Intramural
Director

Y

Masters

Alpha2

Coach/Instructor PE

Y

Bachelors

6 years

Beta

Coach

Y

Masters

5 months

Gamma1 Coach/Dir of SSS/Health & PE
Program Chair

Y

Masters

3 years

Gamma2 Coach/Student Activities
Coordinator

Y

Masters

< 1 year

Delta

Coach/Administrative
Team/Executive Team

Y

Masters

10 months

Epsilon1

Coach/Math Instructor/Chair Div of
Stud Serv/Title III Project Director

Y

Masters

2 years

Epsilon2

Coach/Math&Chem
Instructor/Women's Regional
Director

Y

Doctoral

16 years

Total

Coaching
Educational
Experience Level Attained

Years of
Experience
< 1 year

8

In total, eight NJCAA female athletic directors from five different regions and their
women’s regional or women’s assistant regional director was interviewed for a total of thirteen
interviews. The 14th interview was an executive at the NJCAA national office. Interviews were
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conducted at the institutional level, the regional level, and the national level of the NJCAA. The
duties of all of the study participants were vast and widespread. Most of the athletic directors
had attained their master’s degree and the years of experience ranged from five months to over
25 years of experience.
Transformational leadership. When asking what leadership traits assisted in
overcoming these challenges, transformational leadership traits emerged included being a macro
manager, empowering their coaches, and leading them by example. Another leadership trait
most often mentioned was the ability to accomplish all the tasks assigned to an athletic director
using organization skills as time management.
The most often mentioned leadership trait or leadership style throughout the interviews
was being a macro manager. Alpha1 said she does “not micromanage”. She is there just to
“give direction, provide leadership, and direction for them”. It is her strategy to have the coaches
in charge of their budgets and making decisions on how they will spend the money. She
communicates that she is available to provide advice and suggestions but not to make the small,
daily decisions. Alpha2 said she is “definitely not a micromanager rather it’s important that we
allow them [coaches] to be good at what they are”. She added, “She helps them to think about
the process and helps them to maybe understand the direction that they need to be going”. In
other words, “you’ve got to help them find a way to the right answer”. She explained the key to
her approach is to be a good listener and let the coaches talk and come to their own conclusions.
She stated that she listens to the coaches’ goals and objectives and just keeps them moving in the
right direction. She allows them to communicate and work their way through their problems.
Her philosophy is she is dealing with adults and needs to allow them to be adults and make good
decisions. Her goal is to make her coaches even better at their jobs. Gamma1 said she does “not
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hover over them [coaches] trying to micromanage them.” Instead, she likes to “give the coaches
freedom to work within their sport.” She desires to empower her staff with the tools to be
successful. But, empowering your staff also means you are relying on your staff to be capable of
the duties and responsibilities they have been assigned. As a result, it would seem it is also
necessary at the coaching level to have some managerial or business type experience. Gamma2
explained it as she leaves the “coaches to do what they do best with a lot of open lines of
communication”. She is supportive of her staff and provides them the tools they need to help
them be as successful as they can be. She believes how successful your coaching staff will be
depends on how successful your athletic program well be. Epsilon2 said she “tries not to be a
micromanager”. She explained, “I’m not going to tell you how to coach. I’m not going to tell
you who to play. That’s not my role.” She is upfront and honest with them that she is going to
get out from behind her desk and come to the court or the fields, but it does not mean anything is
wrong. She just does not want to be behind a desk all day long just like they don’t want to be
behind a desk all day long. She explained by saying:
Looking back at what kind of AD would I have wanted to work for. Somebody that
supports me. I set the goals. I set the vision. I can be the bad guy if I need to be, but I’m
here to support them, to give them whatever they may need.
Delta1 said she is “not going to micromanage, but allow people to do their jobs”. She makes her
expectations very clear and early on in the relationship with her coaches. She explained that she
does not have the time to micromanage due to her other responsibilities at the institution. By
being macro managers, the athletic directors then empower their staff. Beta1 described herself as
an empowerment athletic director. She said, “I want to engage the process. I want to engage the
movements, and that I’m inclusive of the coaches. I’m inclusive of the student athletes.” She
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was empowered by other people in a group environment throughout her professional experience.
She empowers her staff so they all feel like they are part of a group endeavor. She explains
herself as a “team player and a visionary kind of person.” One of the four dimensions Bass
(1990) used to describe transformational leadership was “instilling pride, trust, and respect”.
Without trust and respect, these athletic director study participants would need to micromanage
and not have the trust to empower them to accomplish their tasks. Burton and Peachey (2009)
found that transformational leadership was preferred regardless of gender in NCAA Division I
and II athletics
Another trait of transformation leadership that emerged was these athletic directors lead
by example. With so many tasks to be achieved as an athletic director, it is very important as an
athletic director to not ask of your coaches and staff any tasks that you would not complete
yourself. Epsilon1 provides a great example of this approach when she says she has “always
been one that leads by doing”. She does not “want to tell somebody to do something that I’ve
never done myself or wouldn’t jump in and help with”. She makes sure her staff is aware that
her door is always open if the coaches have any questions or need any help. She has had to
address overextended budget issues, but has handled it by saying “let’s go raise money”.
Additionally, she tries to offer help and suggestions to resolve any issue trying to keep a positive
approach throughout the entire situation. Beta1 described herself as “hard working and
dedicated to her staff”. She said, “You know…I lead by example”. She feels as if she is very
dedicated to her staff, and includes each of them in the operation of the athletic department.
Delta1 also said, “I lead by example”. She explained that her work ethic and determination were
a very important part of her leadership style. She feels she leads by example with her time
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management skills, being assertive for the athletic department, and being very concise
communicating with her coaching staff. She specifically stated:
I think I definitely lead by example with a lot of things. I get things done, my time
management, like I said I’m very assertive. Very concise with our coaching staff, and so
I guess that’s kind of my leadership traits right now.”
Even from a regional perspective, it seems the lead by example leadership style is prevalent. The
Epsilon assistant women’s region director thinks servant leadership is the best leadership style.
She said to “lead by example not asking them to do something you’re not willing to do yourself”.
Her philosophy is the leading by example if the best leadership style to make the coaches be the
most successful they can be.
Another leadership trait discussed quite often was the ability to accomplish all the tasks
that are required as an athletic director at the community college level. The ability to complete
many tasks is critical to the success of an athletic director because often she must balance
administrative and coaching duties. Beta1 said it is the ability to “prioritize and stay on task with
all of the multiple, a lot of different aspects [to] administration that are imperative to running a
successful athletic department.” She further explained, “At the junior college level you are really
doing everything, but you have to prioritize, stay on task, and stay on time.” In her opinion at
the NCAA level, they have a larger staff completing all the different duties. But at the
community college level, the athletic director is completing all of those tasks. The Alpha
women’s region director’s advice was to “be aware as an athletic director in a community
college, you’re not just doing fundraising. You’re doing everything.” His advice was to develop
“organization skills” and “being organized” in order to be successful. Without organizational
skills, it would be difficult to prioritize and accomplish the tasks of operating a successful
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athletic department. Gamma1 also suggested to be “organized” in order to accomplish all the
tasks that are assigned to a community college athletic director. She provided the example of the
need to be detailed and organized in order to find correct budget numbers, find correct rulings on
NJCAA regulations, and finding eligibility paperwork. Even the Zeta executive staff member
said to “not be afraid to get their hands dirty, but be willing to do just about everything”. She
mentioned at the community college level the duties can even include tasks as sweeping the floor
when necessary. One of the organizational skills mentioned by Delta1 was the importance of
“time management” skills in order to accomplish all of the tasks assigned to an athletic director.
She suggested to be prepared for all the tasks that are asked of an athletic director. She also
expressed to “go above and beyond and don’t ever be content and don’t settle for mediocrity”.
Then, she reiterated to be prepared, be assertive, and manage your time carefully. One of the
challenges Rosenfield (1988) identified for women managers was they were stereotyped as not
willing to give enough time and effort in management positions. In athletic administration, it
would seem this could not be the case with all of the duties required of an NJCAA athletic
director and the additional duties they are usually assigned.
Another finding that supports the transformation leadership style is the potential coach
and athletic director conflict of interest finding. A third challenge mentioned was associated
with the difficulty of having coaching duties along with the duties of an athletic director and the
resulting issues having duties from both positions and the bias that can potentially result. Several
mentioned how much better it would be if the athletic director could be an athletic director only.
However, only having athletic director responsibilities is often not the case at the community
college or NJCAA level as noted by the demographics of the participants in this study in the
study participants section presented at the first of this chapter. Only one athletic director did not
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have coaching duties out of the eight athletic director study participants interviewed. Epsilon1
stated, “Coaches don’t always see the big picture. They’re so wrapped up…in their own team”.
They are concerned with their own team and their athletes they do not often see the overall
picture and the impact on the athletic program as a whole and/or the institution as a whole. If
teams only think of themselves, then decisions are being made that are beneficial for one athletic
program or sport but potentially not beneficial for other sports supported by the school and its
athletic program. Budget has been mentioned as a challenge in previous discussions. If a sport
makes a decision to over spend and does not consider the impact on the other sports, then this
could be detrimental to the entire athletic program. The impact could be even more crucial if the
sport that has over spent is not willing to fundraise to make up for the deficit they have created,
which is another financial challenge that has been mentioned. It is important to understand how
coaches think and address these issues ahead of time if at all possible. If an athletic director has
coaching experience (which is the case in this study), then a coach converting to being an athletic
director should be aware of this potential issue from the very beginning of their tenure. And,
having that coaching experience should have the knowledge of how to deal with other coaches
and their attitudes and approaches. Delta1 mentioned a good example of this challenge in her
interview. She discussed she had only been an athletic director for ten months. However, she
mentioned her challenge was “that I’m not just tunnel vision with women’s basketball” now that
she was also in the role of athletic director. Consequently, the conflict can be resolved if the
athletic director is conscious of the issue, and makes a concerted effort to prevent the potential
conflict of coaching and directing simultaneously from being an issue. Beta1 explained she
handled it by saying to her coaches, “Listen, I’m the athletic director; that’s my role. I’m
coaching through the season, but don’t forget I’m also the volleyball coach.” She does further
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explain that she is “busy, but my door is always going to be open unless I’m in a confidential
meeting.”
From a regional perspective, the Epsilon assistant women’s regional director believes
being a coach and an athletic director can “hinder the overall well-being of the athletic
department in general”. He believes the other coaches feel like the athletic director is favoring
their particular sport more. In his region, there are not a lot of the member schools that the
athletic director does not also have the responsibilities of coaching. The Delta women’s region
director said the challenge of being an athletic director and coach potentially comes into conflict
when “the passing of a rule may be a negative for your school, but a positive for junior college
athletics”. The leadership trait, discussed in the next interview question section, that he said
needs to be developed is the “ability to look from a larger perspective than just as a coach”. The
Alpha women’s region director has “always felt that the athletic director is better if they’re not
coaching just so they’re unbiased, but there [are] some good athletic directors that are coaches
and can do it”. The Zeta director explained the potential conflict of interest in having athletic
director and coaching duties as being “able to take the blinders off and do things more globally
and nationally than just my sport or my school instead of tunnel vision and seeing things
specifically in one direction”. As an example of making a decision in relation to what is best for
the college for the sport, the Alpha women’s regional director was involved in a tournament
situation that a decision was made instead of having one winner that three schools tied for a
championship. He discussed this event when asked about his most memorable experience
(Appendix E). Appendix E presents the artifact collected during the interview with Alpha. The
artifact is the team results displaying all three teams ended their season with a tie. Instead of
declaring one winner or allowing play to continue until one winner resulted, a decision was made
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all three teams would share in the championship title. The artifact in Appendix E documents the
final scores of the three teams that tied for the championship. When talking about the
experience, he explained how normally you have one dejected team and one very excited team.
He said, “We took the national picture. We took all three teams in the picture and I thought that
was really a neat event, to be able to experience that and be a part of running that tournament”.
His most memorable experience was being a part of a decision impacted three schools favorably
versus making a decision where only one school, and his school potentially, would be the
champions. A decision was made was made for what was best for the region not an individual
school. The challenge of being an athletic director and coach at the same time is related to
leadership, and is included in this section. A good leader can overcome the potential conflict of
being both a coach and the athletic director by eliminating bias from decision making as the
athletic director. A good leader will make the best decisions for the programs as a whole versus
making a decision just for the benefit of one sport of the athletic program. Yukl (1989) explains
a transformational leader can change the assumptions of its organization’s members (p. 204). In
addition, according to Bass (1990), a transformational leader instills respect and provides a
vision and sense of mission of an entire program.
Finance as a challenge. In a study similar to the investigation being conducted in this
research study, Quarterman et al., (2006) conducted a study on the challenges confronting female
intercollegiate athletic directors and directors of women’s intercollegiate athletic programs of
NCAA member institutions. All NCAA divisions, Divisions I, Division II, and Division III,
mentioned finance as a challenge, which is consistent with the findings of this research study.
The Finance as a Challenge was discussed in detail previously in this chapter in the Importance
of Knowledge theme.
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Similarities and Differences
From the interview question related to challenges, finance, compliance with the rules, and
the conflict between coaching and athletic director duties was noted. The financial related
challenges were mentioned by five of the athletic directors and three of the regional directors.
The challenge of compliance with the rules was mentioned by three of the regional directors.
Since they are the ones that compliance issues are directed towards, it only makes sense they
would mention it as a challenge for the athletic directors. The conflict created as a result of
being assigned both coaching and athletic director responsibilities was mentioned by four of the
eight athletic director study participants. An additional challenge mentioned only once by an
athletic director was how there has been such a change in the culture socially of today’s student
athletes. She expressed not only a result of social media, but this generation somehow feels
entitled versus being appreciative. Another challenge mentioned only once by a regional director
was the conflict the duties of athletic director can cause as it relates to family and maintaining a
“work-life balance”. In the literature review, several studies mention the potential impact and/or
conflict with family including Rosenfield (1988), Harrison & Lynch (2005), NCAA Women’s
Study (1989), Whisenant et al., (2002), and Coakley (2002).
The leadership traits of being a macro manager, empowering their staff, and leading by
example were overwhelmingly mentioned by all eight of the athletic director study participants.
In addition, one of the regional directors was in agreement with this leadership style. The
leadership trait of the ability to accomplish all of the tasks assigned to an athletic director was
discussed by three of the athletic directors and two of the regional directors. One athletic
director mentioned the importance of being a leader that had open lines of communication.
Sisley (1975) includes “maintaining effect channels of communication” as a determinant of
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success for female athletic directors. Only one athletic director study participant mentioned
assertiveness as an essential leadership trait. She felt so strongly about that one trait that she
mentioned the word “assertive” in one paragraph on her transcribed interview eight different
times. Another athletic director mentioned she did not like the dictatorship style of leadership.
In her opinion, she experienced that leadership style at the NCAA Division I level, and that is
why she loves the community college level of athletics. Her opinion is the leadership style at the
community college level is more holistic rather than a dictator style. The dictator style of
leadership seems to correspond more to the dimensions of transactional leadership as described
by Bass (1990) in the literature review section. Transformational leadership seems to be more
the style preferred by the athletic director study participants in this study.
In defining success, five of the athletic directors and one regional director had the opinion
that establishing a good relationship with their student athletes is how they defined success. Five
of the athletic director study participants and four of the regional directors for an overwhelming
nine out of 14 study participants defined success academically by assisting the student athletes to
graduating with an associate’s degree or transferring to a four-year institution whether playing a
sport or not was how they defined success. Only one regional director mentioned that success
depended on the whether the institution’s administration supported athletics or not.
On the topic of advice, two of the athletic directors mentioned knowing the rules as their
piece of advice. Two athletic directors and one regional director offered the advice to surround
ones’ self with good people. Three of the athletic directors and two of the regional directors said
their best piece of advice would be to get involved. One of the athletic director’s piece of advice
was just a simple understanding that it is just a hard world that can be very challenging. Another
great piece of advice offered by an athletic director was to “have a certain value system and a
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belief system and you want to run your program and you can’t deviate that main belief system
for anything”. Another piece of advice offered by one of the athletic directors was to simply not
to take anything personally, but to “stay the course”.
Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced eight NJCAA female athletic directors from five different
regions, their respective women’s assistant region director or women’s region director, and one
executive staff member of the NJCAA to the reader and provided some demographic information
on each of them. The two themes were presented and illustrated with direct quotes from the
study participants. The first theme related to the importance of knowledge as it relates to finance
issues including budgeting, scholarships, and fundraising along with knowledge of NJCAA rules
and regulations. The second theme that emerged related to the relationships that were established
with the student athletes and helping them be successful achieving their (the student athletes’)
dreams for their lives including transferring and graduating.
Coaching was found as an antecedent to the athletic administration position as a result of
obtaining demographic data on the study participants. The leadership traits and styles that
emerged and supported the theoretical framework of transformational leadership were not being
a micromanager, empowering their staff, and leading by example. In addition, the ability to
accomplish all the tasks of being an athletic director while performing additional tasks was
discussed. The challenge of finance was noted during this research study. The most memorable
experiences were presented within the other interview question topics. The following chapter is
a summary and discussion of the study, along with implications and conclusions of the findings
presented in this chapter.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to better understand what makes a successful female
athletic director of a National Junior College Athletic Association (NJCAA) member institution.
This investigation has provided a beginning exploration of what makes a successful female in
their roles as athletic directors of NJCAA member institutions. The findings of this study are far
from conclusive; however, they do offer implications for the current practice of intercollegiate
athletic administration and new development of future research in the new and emerging field of
athletic administration. The findings in this study have implications for future female leaders in
athletic administration and females already in the role of athletic director. Women in athletic
administration can examine the personal and professional commitments required of women to
hold the position of athletic director. The findings outline an educational and professional route
to the position of athletic director and presents a more realistic perception of the time it takes to
progress in the field, thus providing future female leaders in athletic administration with insight
into the position’s demands. The study participants have effectively managed competing
obligations and believe the athletic director position is worth the demands and the commitments.
The study reaffirms, in spite of challenges, that it is possible to become an athletic director and
be successful in that position. For female athletic directors in the industry, they can provide
mentor programs for those aspiring to join the industry.
Summary of Results
The demographic data previously presented in Chapter 4 showed: (1) all of the
participants in this study have coaching experience, (2) six of the eight participants have attained
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their masters’ degree, (3) all of the study participants have additional responsibilities in addition
to those of the athletic director, (4) and their years of experience in the athletic director position
range from five months to 16 years. The demographic data of prior coaching experience of
NJCAA athletic directors is consistent with the research by Fitzgerald et al., (1994) highlighting
coaching experience as the most common antecedent professional position for athletic directors
in the NCAA.
The previous chapter presented the themes that emerged from the interview question
topics. The first theme of the importance of knowledge was supported by two challenges
discussed by the study participants. The challenges included financial issues related to
budgeting, fundraising, and scholarships and knowledge of NJCAA rules and compliance with
those rules. The second them that emerged from this study is the passion the athletic directors
have for their student athletes. Results from asking the study participants their definition of
success included the relationships built with the student athletes. Many of the most memorable
experiences for the athletic directors included the importance of a relationship that had been
created through the athletic director position. The other theme that emerged from this interview
question related to assisting these student athletes to achieve their dreams for themselves whether
that included attaining an associated degree and becoming employed or transferring to a fouryear institution.
The leadership theory supported from this study is transformational leadership. When
asking what leadership traits assisted in overcoming the challenges, the leadership traits
identified were being a macro manager, empowering their coaches, and leading them by
example. According to Bass (1990), transformational leadership instills pride, trust, and respect.
Transformational leaders communicate high expectations and stimulate careful problem solving.
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Another description of transformational leaders are those who provide personal attention treating
each employee individually, coaching, and advising. In addition, coaching as an antecedent of
becoming an athletic director was supported by this study. Finance was noted as a challenge for
these NJCAA female athletic directors as it was noted for NCAA female athletic directors.
The last question was in relation to what advice the athletic director would give to
someone whose desire it was to become a female athletic director. Some excellent advice was
offered by the study participants including knowing the NJCAA rules and being in compliance
with those rules, surrounding yourself as an athletic director with good coaches, and getting
involved and networking. The results from that question were to have a good understanding of
the NJCAA rules and regulations, find good coaches for the athletic programs, and to get
involved and network with other athletic directors.
Conclusions
The first research question asked if gender hindered or helped their experience as a
female athletic director of an NJCAA member institution. The interview questions asked to
support this research question were to learn about their background, the challenges they
encounter, and the leadership traits that help them overcome the challenges. The first theme of
the importance of knowledge emerged from this section of the research study. Gender was not
mentioned as a hindrance, but the importance of knowledge of financial responsibilities of
budgeting, fundraising, and funding of scholarships and the importance of knowledge of the
NJCAA rules and regulations. Work related to the first research question did support the
theoretical framework for the study. The demographics showed each athletic director had
coaching experience. The leadership traits identified leadership traits that supported the
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transformational leadership style. The challenges were consistent with the similar study
performed by Quarterman et al., (2006) with financial issues noted as challenges in both studies.
In addition, the topic of knowledge was offered as a piece of advice from the third
research question discussed later in this section to know the NJCAA rules and regulations and to
know them well. Athletic administration encompasses even more rules in relation to Title IX
discussed in the literature review. The findings in Gerou’s (1977) study suggested women
athletic directors had not been properly prepared for the duties required of their position. Even
with the importance of knowledge, challenges, and the amount of rules and regulations guiding
athletic administration, very few of the athletic directors attended any form of professional
development. The importance of knowledge and a tremendous amount of rules and regulations
is even more reason to network and attend conferences. Networking was mentioned as advice
from several of the study participants. In his study, Coakley (2001), identified one of the reasons
of the lack of the representation of women in athletic administration was due to they appeared
less qualified and a lacked of professional development. The National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics (NACDA) is a professional organization for those in the field of athletic
administration and provides educational opportunities at its annual convention. The National
Association of Two-Year College Athletic Administrators (NATYCAA) is geared to the needs of
community college athletic directors and holds its convention as part of the NACDA convention.
With the roles and responsibilities of athletic directors evolving from just coaching to financial
and business management, the importance of professional development is ever increasing.
Attending one of these conferences and meeting peers, establishing a mentoring program, and
addressing the importance of knowledge by exploiting professional development in order to
enhance credentials in the arena of NJCAA athletic administration.
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A third challenge mentioned in the study related to the potential conflict of interests of
assuming duties of both the athletic director and being a coach. The participants explained the
duties of an athletic director at the community college level include but is not limited to
attending games; reviewing the operating and capital budgets including supplies, travel and
equipment; compliance with rules and regulations including eligibility reporting; concessions;
facilities management; fundraising; scheduling of games and events; and transportation. With so
many duties and responsibilities of the athletic director, accepting this position is a tremendous
time and effort commitment and would require a real passion for sports and student athletes. In
the work by Rosenfield (1988), one of the challenges he identified was that women were
confronted with many time constraints including marriage, children, and a desire to spend time
with family. Coakley (2001) pointed out sports organizations are not sensitive to family
responsibilities. The lack of women in the field of athletic administration may be due to these
time constraints identified by Rosenfield, but were not mentioned by the female athletic directors
in this study. However, time constraints could be a determinant for other women wanting to
enter this field due to the time and effort necessary to be successful as an athletic director at the
community college level as noted in the NCAA Women’s Study (1989).
The second research question inquired of how they define success. This section of the
research is where the second theme from this research study emerged. The second theme is the
passion that these NJCAA female athletic directors have for their student athletes. The study
participants discussed how as athletic directors they had built relationships with the student
athletes and how they wanted to assist the student athletes in achieving their dreams for
themselves. Success was not defined by wins and losses but was more relationship oriented.
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One of the main findings supporting the theme of passion for these student athletes of this
study was the special relationships that are established with the student athletes. Sisley (1975)
discussed understanding the needs of student athletes would be a determinant of success. Many
of the study participants in this study defined success based on if they assisted their student
athletes in achieving their dreams. These coaches begin their contact with the student athlete
often before they are even out of high school. Through the recruiting process, the coach has to
explain to the student athlete why she/he should come to their college and play for them and this
explanation is framed from an athletic and academic perspective. While the student athlete is
enrolled in classes, the coach advises and mentors the student athlete on how to be successful in
the classroom with the goal of attaining an associate degree, transferring to a four-year
institution, or becoming gainfully employed. As evidenced by the desire to develop a
relationship with these student athletes, these athletic directors have a real heart and passion for
their student athletes. That passion is also evidenced by the desire and want for these student
athletes to attain their dreams for their life. The female athletic directors spend time getting to
know their student-athletes, pushing them through their trials and tribulations both on and off the
playing field.
The third research question that guided this study asked in what ways do NJCAA female
athletic directors navigate their professional journey. The interview questions aimed at
identifying this information included having discussions in relation to their most memorable
experience and any advice they would offer others desiring to be a female athletic director at a
NJCAA member institution. The most memorable experiences were documented by photo
elicitation or artifacts and are included in the research study in Appendices D- Q. Of the most
memorable experiences, seven of the study participants supported the passion for the student
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athletes theme from this research study. So, passion for the student athletes seems to be the
factor that guides these athletic directors through their journey in athletic administration. The
advice provided by the study participants centered around the Importance of Knowledge theme
as knowledge of the NJCAA rules and regulations and networking were two main pieces of
advice. So, their journey is also guided by a desire for the knowledge needed to be a successful
NJCAA athletic director. Another piece of advice related to being surrounding by good coaches
supporting the transformational leadership theory. Transformational leadership influences
change in attitudes and assumptions while promoting intelligence and careful problem solving.
When surrounded by other good coaches, they can share their experiences and potentially
influence the other coaches in a positive manner. Choice of leadership style also contributes to
the journey of these athletic directors. However, the overwhelming factor that guides their
journey is their passion for their student athletes.
Implications for Athletics
The purpose of the legislation referred to as Title IX, as discussed in the Literature
Review section of this study, requires that both men and women have equal opportunities to
participate in athletics. The legislation was important for athletics to offer equal opportunities to
student athletes. It is also important to offer equal opportunities to males as well as females in
the role of governing athletics. Legislation exists to address gender equity issues via affirmative
action at institutions of higher education. The issue is athletics departments must comply with
all legislation. It is important for athletics to comply with any rules and regulations that exist in
relation to the program, so there are no audit findings or fines to the institution that are a result of
the lack of compliance.
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If higher education institutions will develop and offer sports management programs, then
both men and women should be better prepared to assume the duties and responsibilities in order
for the athletics program at an institution of higher education to be a successful program as well
as any other programs offered at that institution. If sports management programs are not an
option, then changing the background and experience of those hired to oversee athletics should
change from a coaching background to more of a managerial background that would include
duties as budgeting, fundraising, and management of scholarships. A portion, and sometimes a
significant portion, of an institution’s budget is allocated to athletics. Therefore, a strong
financial management background should be a determinant of who is selected to oversee
athletics at an institution.
The Delta women’s region director mentioned his opinion of the importance of a sports
management program at the collegiate level for future athletic directors to not only learn the
athletic portion of being an athletic director but also the business and accounting side of being an
athletic director. In his opinion, sports management:
Is a great major because they [students] learn not only the athletic portion of it [sports
management], but they have business classes and athletics. You learn the business side
of athletics, which unfortunately, on many levels it is now.
Athletic departments often have a significant portion of the institution’s budget allocated to their
program. Usually, these funds are state funds or private funds that have been donated for a
specific purpose, in this case athletics. When athletic directors are monitoring someone else’s
monies, there needs to be a fiduciary duty to use those funds to the best use. A sports
management background including accounting and economics would seem to be a critical tool in
the success of an athletic director. Consistent with the suggestions by Huggins (1996) and
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Whisenant et al., (2002), the regional staff agrees with the change in athletic directors having
more of a managerial background in order to be successful at the duties assigned to an athletic
director of today.
An athletic department also touches the foundation of an institution, the students. The
students at an institution of higher education are similar to a customer that deserves the best
attention and services possible. Each of the institutions in this study had at least four sports
programs in their athletic department, which would include approximately 75 – 100 students.
With that number of student athletes, the impact on revenues at an institution is also a
consideration in relation to athletics. In addition, each one of these student athletes is a billboard
for athletics and for the institution as a whole by wearing clothing of their institution, which has
the school name and logo on it.
The importance of the operations of athletics at an institution and the administrators of
athletics being prepared and equipped to operate the athletics department of an institution is
critical whether they gain this knowledge through their education or through their experience. It
is just vitally important that athletics contribute to the mission of the college and not hinder that
mission. Therefore, the impact of athletics on the institution as a whole is potentially large and
the individual assigned with running that department should be very prepared and successful in
his or her endeavors.
Recommendations for Athletic Administrators
The primary focus of studies on athletic administration has been at the National
Collegiate Athletic Association level at four-year institutions. However, across the United
States, there are 1,738 community colleges in the United States in 2011-12 (U.S. Department of
Education, 2015). With the total membership of the National Junior College Athletic Association
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(NJCAA) being 512 institutions, just less than 30% of the community colleges are represented in
the NJCAA and offer athletics at their institution. With so many community colleges offering
athletics as part of their student life, studies need to be expanded to study the challenges female
athletic directors at the NJCAA level or the community college level encounter. In addition,
little research has been devoted to an understanding of why women continue to be
underrepresented in key leadership positions in collegiate athletics. So, studies at the community
college level focused on female athletic director challenges would potentially provide females
currently in the workplace and those aspiring to become female athletic directors at the
community college level with guidance to be more successful for successful in their positions.
It is important that women are visible and equally represented in athletic director
positions for many reasons. First, equity in administrative hiring and promotions is a matter of
fairness. Whether on the playing field or in administration, equal opportunities should be
available for women. Second, young women need to see women in decision-making
administrative positions in order to help them define sports and sport participation as important
in their futures. Third, there is a trickle-down effect in hiring decisions. As Acosta and
Carpenter (2012) revealed, women’s programs that had women athletic directors also had a
higher proportion of women coaches. Networking with women in administrative positions will
help to increase the number of female subordinates, trainees, and colleagues. Fourth, Lumpkin,
Stoll, and Beller (1999) stated that an increase in the representation of women is needed because
women contribute to athletics some unique perspectives, styles, and skills by their ability to build
relationships through encouragement, flexibility, delegation, and nurturing – traits more
characteristic of females.
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If young ladies continue to see so few women in the power and leadership roles in
intercollegiate athletics (such as athletic directors), when they later make career choices, they
may self-select themselves out of athletic careers. The results then, are a continuation of the
perpetual cycle of male domination. Each organization including athletic administration needs to
identify, in a deliberate and systematic manner, the specific barriers and biases in its culture and
work environment and develop systematic approaches to eliminating them. Eliminating barriers
to the advancement of women is something that has to be planned and made a priority by leaders
in the field. In order for real change to occur, leaders must have the will to act; identify those
dimensions of the environment that are barriers to retaining and advancing women; develop and
communicate through the organization the business case for retaining and advancing women; and
implement initiatives to eliminate attitudinal, cultural, and organizational biases.
In regards to continuing education as it relates to intercollegiate athletic administration,
the results of this study have relevance for training and development programs for current
athletic directors and those aspiring to become an athletic director. For example, the findings of
this research could be presented at conventions conducted by the NJCAA, the NACDA, and the
NATYCAA. In addition, the results of this study can be a useful tool in teaching students in the
field of sport management. The findings from this study can provide information to assist
professors to better understand what makes a successful female athletic director at the
community college level. Teaching strategies can be developed to offer workshops regarding
athletic administration including what responsibilities are involved, the time and effort required
for the position, and leadership styles that have proven to be successful for those attaining tenure
in the field of athletic administration. The findings can be published in journals as the Journal of
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Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance; the American Journal of Higher Education; and the
Research Quarterly for Exercise and Sport.
Advice for athletic directors. The last interview question related to what advice the
athletic director would give to someone whose desire was to become a female athletic director.
The results that emerged from that question was to have a good understanding of the NJCAA
rules and regulations, find good coaches for athletic programs, and get involved and network
with other athletic directors. Often the same topic emerges in more than one of the interview
question topics, but the topics are presented in both sections.
From asking what advice they would offer someone desiring to become a female athletic
director, the results that emerged included to be sure and grasp a good understanding of the
NJCAA rules and regulations, to surround oneself with a good staff, and to get involved and
develop a network of support. In the NCAA Women’s Study (1989), one solution offered to
mitigate the decline in females in athletic administration was that of networking and
communicating among athletic administrators. The results in relation to the interview question
related to advice are presented in the following paragraphs.
One of the challenges discussed in the first interview question section was related to
knowledge of the rules and compliance with the NJCAA rules. The advice in relation to this
topic most often included simply reading the NJCAA rulebook, learning, and knowing the rules.
Several mentioned the difficulties not knowing the rules can cause. But, they also mentioned this
issue is an easy fix by simply learning the rules and being prepared before an NJCAA audit. In
one paragraph of discussions, Delta1 said her advice would be to “be prepared” eight times.
Delta1’s most memorable experience (Appendix O) was related to an NJCAA audit. She wanted
her artifact to be the NJCAA page on compliance with their rules and regulations. Within three
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months of becoming the athletic director, her institution and their athletic program went through
an NJCAA audit. She said, “It was an eye opener and a blessing in disguise. And I learned from
it:. She said it reinforced to her to do everything by the book and your program should comply
with NJCAA rules and regulations and have no issues with any audits. She explained, “I think it
needed to happen for me to truly embrace what needs to happen in everyday life as the athletic
director.” As noted in the information presented in the study participants, Delta1 has only been
in the athletic director position for 10 months. If she had not been prepared, then the NJCAA
member institution would have not completely passed the NJCAA audit. Having the NJCAA
audit really impacted her direction as a NJCAA athletic director and early on in her career. She
said, “I think it needed to happen for me to truly embrace what needs to happen in everyday life
as an athletic director”. She was the athletic director that in the challenges section of this chapter
related to NJCAA compliance did not define NJCAA compliance as a success, but as an
“expectation.” Alpha2 also mentioned the NJCAA audit as her most memorable experience.
Her artifact is a copy of the NJCAA summer eligibility seminar on eligibility (Appendix K). Her
first experience with an NJCAA audit was similar to Delta1’s experience as the audit was
performed in the first month and a half that she had been athletic director at her institution. She
expressed that the audit was “very overwhelming. That definitely helped us to try to get
organized.” She further explained, “Our department, our staff were better prepared to just
operate.” Delta1 had previously been a coach at Delta under the direction of another athletic
director. She shared an experience where she asked the former athletic director. She
remembered talking to the athletic director and he responded saying, “Well, I don’t know that
we’ve got a rule about that.” The athletic director was asked a question regarding what to do and
the response was that the athletic director did not know if there was a rule about what she was
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asking. She said, “We had one book [NJCAA rules and regulations book] in the entire
department as far as helping us to know what we needed to do.” When reading through the one
book on rules and regulations in the athletic department, she realized there were several rules in
relation to the question she had previously inquired. She said, “We’ve got a whole bunch of
rules about that.” She emphasized, “That was very impacting to me.” Her artifact documents
the first eligibility seminar she attended. She stated she “learned a ton that I just didn’t have any
earthly idea that we needed to be doing, the things we need to incorporate”. She said NJCAA
compliance has been the most impactful, “the shock effect”, event during her six years as athletic
director at her institution. However, she further explained that she learned a tremendous amount
of rules and regulations that needed to be incorporated into their athletic program and how it
operated. Her advice was very direct saying, “know the rules”. She was concerned after
attending the training because she knew “we had all these programs that we needed to kind of get
on the same page, and everybody was doing their own thing”. The NJCAA rules and regulations
are on the NJCAA website for both coaches and the athletic directors to learn and review. The
athletic director would have the ultimate responsibility, but the coaches are the ones out
recruiting the student athletes. It would seem some of the responsibility of complying with the
NJCAA rules and regulations would be included as some of the coaches’ duties and
responsibilities. In Delta1’s case, she concluded her discussions with the confidence she knew
was that her department is “following the rules”, which would be a goal for each NJCAA athletic
director.
A second piece of advice was in relation to the people that you work for and those that
you work with in the arena of athletics. The Alpha women’s regional director advice was to
“find good coaches”. He mentioned from a regional perspective his advice for an NJCAA
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athletic director would be to find good coaches to promote to the athletic director position and
find good coaches that get their players to the next level athletically and academically. In the
literature review section, Sisley (1975) documented “staffing with quality personnel” as a
determinant of success for female athletic directors. Surrounding oneself with good people in
any environment would be a good approach to success. We each have our positive
characteristics, but we also have our characteristics that we need to develop. Therefore, the goal
should be to determine those characteristics needed for success, and surround yourself with the
staff that are strong in areas that one might need developing. Athletics is all about teamwork,
and that teamwork approach should be taken to the athletic director level, too. Alpha2
suggested, “To find self-motivated coaches and people that are driven, and it allows them to be
successful and be the best that they can be”. In her discussion on leadership traits, she is a huge
believer in her coaches, their abilities, the communication lines, and trust in them. Her approach
is to find good coaches and allow them to be good at what they are good at. She stressed, “It is
important to get good people. I think you have to find self-motivated coaches and people that are
driven, and it allows them to be successful and be the best that they can be.” She desires to have
staff that understand the goal of the program as a whole and can communicate those goals to
others when those goals are questioned. In that capacity, she is ensuring the goal of athletics is
consistent with the goals of the institution and that all those involved understand and are on the
same page. She said to “surround yourself with people you can trust, and that might be outside
of your institution, and it’s definitely within your institution.” Gamma1 advised to “find
competent people that have the same vision that our school does and push towards that vision”.
When she defined success, she stated she believed success “depends on your coaching staff as to
how successful your program’s going to be and then what type of support is your administration
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going to give you”. She also mentioned, “I do know that it’s critical in the outlook of the
community in perception of our school.”

She suggested to “Find competent people that have

the same visions that our school does and let’s push toward that vision.” One of the purposes of
community colleges is for the community to benefit, so the community is one of those
stakeholders the local community college should consider when making decisions. As presented
in the precious paragraphs both the regional staff and the athletic directors agree on the
importance of having a good staff representing and operating an athletic program in the opinion
of these study participants.
An additional piece of advice offered by these athletic directors and regional directors
was simply getting involved. In the NCAA Women’s Study (1989), offered one solution for
correcting the decline of women in athletic administration positions by “increasing the
networking and communication among administrators on a national intercollegiate basis”.
Gamma1, who has been an athletic director for less than three years, is in agreement with the
results of this study and suggested to “build relationships with people that can help you”. Her
advice was to maintain relationships with those coaches that have assisted you at the coaching
level during your coaching career because they will continue to assist you at this phase of your
career as an athletic director. She shared her strategy of “once I got in to this position, starting to
build relationships with people that can help you, talking to a lot of the athletic directors in our
region and then just getting more confident to talk to them.” She explained that in time the
confidence level in talking to these coaches will increase as your experience increases. She said,
“I kind of really had to just prove my competence as a leader and not be intimidated.” In return,
the mutual respect will also grow and further develop the relationship. She said she earned their
respect by “spending a lot of time with eligibility and the rules.” She also said to “volunteer
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until a position opens”. In her opinion, there are many duties and responsibilities of the athletic
director position that can be learned along the way if you are involved in athletic whether from a
coaching perspective or a volunteer perspective that shares that passion for athletics. Alpha1,
who is the only athletic director not also coaching in this group of study participants, said what
she missed most about not coaching was the “networking with the other coaches”. She
expressed the tremendous personal and professional relationships that are developed during
one’s coaching years and how these relationships can be beneficial in the next phase of your
career. Alpha2 suggested to “developing a network of people that you can reach out to and rely
on those people that might be outside of your institution but it’s definitely within your
institution”. She expressed the importance of knowing you are surrounded by good people
whether they are within or outside your institution and you can trust those people.
From a regional perspective, the Delta region women’s director, who has been in this line
of business for over sixteen years now, suggested to go to “every program I deeply respected
and find out what they do” and to “pick the brains of those people that are successful and find
out why they do what they do”. He said to be “constantly learning” and “networking”. His
approach is to begin with the end in mind. If the ultimate goal is to be the best athletic director
possible, then find a role model or as many role models as possible in the athletic director
position, approach them, ask for their advice, and learn as much as possible from them. Learn
what to do right, and learn from their mistakes. The Zeta executive director, who has been
involved in athletics for over twenty-five years, said, “The key to advancement at the two-year
college system is involvement not just at the college level but at the regional level and the
national level”. She expressed the importance of being aware of what is going on both what is
working and what is not working. In her opinion, the way to be in the know is to be involved in
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every aspect of athletics as possible. She made a great point when she said when someone asks
do you know anyone that might be interested in a certain athletic position or a certain athletic
decision that your name is mentioned to be involved in the decision making process or your
name is mentioned for the position. She explained:
The more people that you can talk to so that your name comes up when an opening
comes available, that’s to me the most important thing in trying to work your way into
athletics or move up in the athletic world to an athletic director type of position.
Future Research
One of the findings noted during the interviews was the potential conflict of interest when
an athletic director also has coaching responsibilities in addition to the duties of an NJCAA
athletic director.

An individual can only complete so many tasks and complete them

successfully and completely. Scholars could research if there is a correlation between the
number of sports an institution supports and the likelihood the athletic director only has director
responsibilities without any coaching responsibilities. The number of sports that each institution
sponsors was readily available on the Equity in Athletics report on the website. Or a scholar
could research and find the community colleges that have an athletic director that only has
athletic director responsibilities and determine why this is the case. Several of the study
participants in this study strongly suggested the athletic director should only have athletic
director duties and not also have coaching duties.
The purpose of one of the interview questions was to attain the education level of each of
the study participants. In the study by Bloomcamp (1980), two-thirds of the successful group
had completed work at the doctoral level. In this study, one participant had completed her
bachelor’s degree, six had completed their master’s degree, and one had completed her doctoral
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degree. The study by Wentling (1996) also noted the educational level of the women managers
in the study were notably high with all the women managers except for one having earned a
bachelor’s degree and over half had earned a master’s degree. Even Gerou (1977) in his study
on female athletic directors showed a need for a specific doctoral degree for athletic
administration. Future research should investigate a correlation between educational level and
success of the athletic directors.
The states this study encompassed were mainly in the Southeast region of the United
States, and included five of the twenty-four regions. A scholar could expand this study to all of
the regions of the NJCAA and to both male and female athletic directors alike. One research
study could gain a better understanding if challenges, leadership traits, success, and advice are
consistent regionally. Another study could compare if the findings were the same or if they are
different for males and females in the athletic director position.
Only one athletic director mentioned the “good ‘ole boy” atmosphere as a challenge as
athletic director. Both Wentling (1996) and Quarterman et al., (2006) present the “good ‘ole
boy” atmosphere in college athletics, often a network of male coaches and administrators, in the
literature review chapter of this research study. Catalyst (1994) referred to the “good ‘ole boy”
network as an informal network of communication for men where women were not included.
Coakley (2001) pointed out limited support systems for women were one of the reasons for the
underrepresentation of women in sports administration. The one athletic director mentioned this
as a challenge because she was the only women surrounded with all men coaches, but it may be
more of a challenge that we realize. Even though only one of the athletic directors mentioned the
“good ‘ole boy” network, it seems as though the impact of that network on women or the lack of
network on women might need further investigation. With Wentling (1996), Quarterman et al.,
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(2006), Catalyst (1994), Sagas and Cunningham (2004), and Coakley (2001) discussing the
“good ‘ole boy” network, the informal network, or the support system or lack thereof, then there
is justification for further research on this topic and its impact on females in athletic
administration.
Final Thoughts
Few academic researchers have addressed the decline and underrepresentation of women
in intercollegiate athletic administration. Because little research exists to help us understand this
phenomenon, little is known of what influences the success of female athletic administrators as
they climb the career ladder in intercollegiate athletics. An understanding of the variables that
determine career success can prove to be invaluable toward understanding and establishing
career theories of womens’ progression in sport administration. Further research is needed to
better understand any systematic challenges that may exist that affect women’s access to athletic
director positions.
From talking to the study participants in this study, several of them mentioned they
would prefer more women in the field of athletic administration. Potentially the lack of women
in athletic administration is due to Title IX or maybe the lack of representation of women is due
to the lack of their knowledge of athletic administration as a career path. As in other areas of the
labor employment world, it is time the representation of females in the field of athletic
administration increases above and beyond a 15% threshold as currently exists in NJCAA
member institutions. As a woman myself, I am not of the opinion that more women should be
represented no matter what, but they should be selected because they are the best candidate for
the position. In order for this to be the case, women need to take the initiative and learn the
opportunities that exist in athletic administration and prepare themselves for that position. Other
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cultural or institutional barriers may exist to hinder these females from becoming athletic
directors, but at least they could take the initiative to be prepared from a knowledgeable point of
view. Rosenfield (1988) mentioned both family obligations and being stereotyped as not willing
to give enough time and effort needed to be in a management position. Women should be ready
to address these potential barriers in athletic administration especially with the amount of duties
and time commitments of this position. Catalyst (1994) described this barrier as the lack of
programs to balance work and non-work. Another barrier women need to consider due to the
number of men in athletic administration and coaching identified by Wentling (1996) is in
relation to males having difficulties dealing with females. If females can prepare themselves for
these potential barriers, then their chances for success should improve.
In conclusion, this qualitative study was an attempt to gain a better understanding of what
makes a successful female athletic director at a National Junior College Athletic Association
member institution. Findings from this study offer women in managerial roles knowledge they
can use in order to enhance their skills and roles as an athletic director. In addition, this study
may assist those aspiring to become an athletic director or those females are already in the
position of athletic director to be more successful after gaining a better understanding of how
other female athletic directors have grown to be successful.
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Appendix B
Interview Questions for Research Participants
RQ1

How does gender hinder or help the experience of the female athletic directors at NJCAA
member institutions?
IQ1

IQ2

IQ3

RQ2

What is your background including education level, professional experience, and
athletics?
FQ1

Do you feel your education level assisted in your success as an athletic
director?

FQ2

Did your professional experience assist in your success as an athletic
director?

FQ3

How involved were you in athletics prior to taking the position as athletic
director?

What are the most difficult challenges you have been confronted with during your
career as a community college athletic director?
FQ1

What are the duties of the athletic director at your institution? Do you
have any other assigned duties at your institution in addition to those of
athletic director?

FQ2

Are finances one of the most difficult challenges you have encountered?
Please define finances, e.g., budgets, fundraising, etc?

FQ3

What influence, if any, has gender had on your role as a female athletic
director?

What leadership traits do you feel assisted you in overcoming these challenges?
FQ1

What do you feel is your leadership style? Please describe your leadership
style in your words.

FQ3

Do you feel that leadership style has remained consistent during your
tenure as athletic director or has it changed and evolved over time?

FQ4

What do you feel is positive about your leadership style?

FQ5

Is there anything you would change about your leadership style?

How do female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions define success?
IQ1

How do you define a successful athletic director?
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FQ1
IQ2

RQ3

Describe one of your most successful events as athletic director.

Has your definition of success changed during your tenure as an athletic director?
FQ1

How did you define success from years 0-5? Years 6 – present?

FQ2

How did you define success at age below 30 - 40? 41 – 50? 51 – 60 and
over?

In what ways do female athletic directors navigate their professional journeys at NJCAA
member institutions?
IQ1

IQ2

What is your most memorable experience as a female athletic director at the
community college level and describe what you learned from that experience?
FQ1

Do you have a picture or a trophy or anything similar that captures that
moment?

FQ2

When during your tenure as an athletic director did this moment occur?

FQ3

How many years have you been employed as an athletic director?

If you could offer advice to a female aspiring to become an athletic director, what
advice would you provide to them?
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Appendix C
Interview Questions for Stakeholders
RQ1

How does gender hinder or help the experience of the female athletic directors at NJCAA
member institutions?
IQ1

IQ2

IQ3

What are the most common backgrounds of female athletic directors in your
region including education level, professional experience, and athletics?
FQ1

Do you feel their education level assists them in their success as an
athletic director?

FQ2

Does professional experience assist them in their success as an athletic
director?

FQ3

Do you think being involved in athletics prior to taking them taking the
position of athletic director contributes to their success?

What are the most difficult challenges that female athletic directors from your
region have come to you for advice?
FQ1

What do you feel are the duties of the female athletic directors in your
region?

FQ2

Are finances one of the most difficult challenges mentioned? Please
define finances, e.g., budgets, fundraising, etc?

FQ3

What influence, if any, have you experienced that gender had on the role
of a female athletic director?

What leadership traits do you feel assist your regional female athletic directors in
overcoming these challenges?
FQ1

What leadership styles do you experience with the female athletic
directors in your region? Please describe these leadership styles in your
words.

FQ3

Do you feel that leadership styles remain consistent during tenure as a
female athletic director or does it change and evolve over time?

FQ4

What do you feel is the most positive leadership style?

FQ5

Is there anything you would change about leadership styles of female
athletic directors in your region?
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RQ2

How do female athletic directors at NJCAA member institutions define success?
IQ1

How do you define a successful athletic director?
FQ1

IQ2

RQ3

Describe one of your most successful female athletic directors in your
region.

Does the definition of success change during the tenure of a female athletic
director in your region?
FQ1

How did you think they define success from years 0-5? Years 6 – present?

FQ2

How did you think they define success at age below 30 - 40? 41 – 50? 51
– 60 and over?

In what ways do female athletic directors navigate their professional journeys at NJCAA
member institutions?
IQ1

IQ2

What is your most memorable experience with a female athletic director at the
community college level in your region and describe what was learned from that
experience?
FQ1

Do you have a picture or a trophy or anything similar that captures that
moment?

FQ2

When during your tenure as regional director did this moment occur?

FQ3

How many years have you been employed as a regional director?

If you could offer advice to a female aspiring to become an athletic director, what
advice would you provide to them?
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Appendix D
Most Memorable Experience Zeta

FAMILY
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Appendix E
Most Memorable Experience Alpha
2010
Division I
**Final Team Results**
Community College – 40 points
College – 40 points
Junior College – 40 points
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Appendix F
Most Memorable Experience Beta

NAIA history and records
Early 1980's-USA Network carries NAIA men's basketball championship game(unknown when it began).
Spring 1980-NAIA member schools, by a narrow margin approve adding a program of championships for
women, to start in the fall of 1980. (It almost added women's championships a year earlier, but it was
defeated by a narrow margin.)
1980/81-The NAIA offers it's first women's championships in basketball(Texas Southern),
volleyball(Azusa Pacific), cross-country(Wisconsin-Parkside), swimming and diving(Simon Fraser),
indoor(Jackson State) and outdoor(Texas Southern) track and field, gymnastics(Georgia College),
tennis(Grand Canyon and Guilford tied for first), and softball(Sam Houston State).
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Appendix G
Most Memorable Experience Gamma

Every work is a self-portrait, so autograph it with excellence!
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Appendix H
Most Memorable Experience Delta

6.1.2 If you were being recruited again, would you choose to attend Delta Junior College?
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Appendix I
Most Memorable Experience Epsilon

Who are we doing this for?
Ourselves? Or the
student/athletes?
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Appendix J
Most Memorable Experience Alpha

Championship Years ~ 1998 and 2000
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Appendix K
Most Memorable Experience Alpha2
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Appendix L
Most Memorable Experience Beta1
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Appendix M
Most Memorable Experience Gamma1

The sport chair’s primary job it to conduct a meeting in the off season to review and update the bylaws
if needed. They also collect and tally All-Region nominations. Those are the main two tasks and it is a
very low level time commitment. All Region sport chairs must be Region X AD’s and are volunteers. Let
me know what you think. Thanks for considering.

Sincerely,

Sorry I missed your call. D2 volleyball chair….what and all does that entail? I am in class most of the day
so I thought and email might work best and you can get back to me when you have some free time on
spring break.
Is there a stipend? What are the expectations? Time commitment?
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Appendix N
Most Memorable Experience Gamma2
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Appendix O
Most Memorable Experience Delta1
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Appendix P
Most Memorable Experience Epsilon1
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Appendix Q
Most Memorable Experience Epsilon2
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